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Dr. Kyl Smith: Do you ever get the feeling you ve misplaced your memory.. . and you can

remember where you put it?

I'm Dr. Kyl Smith. A poor memory can be embarrassing. In business it can cost you
money.

I've spent my career studying brain function , and I've created an amazingly effective

supplement called Focus Factor. It's a unique supplement that enhances your natural
brain chemistr to improve memory, focus and concentration.

In just a few days , you ll actually feel 
it working. You 11 absorb the information in books

. like a sponge. You ll be able to recall facts, figures and names more easily. You ll feel

more alert rnore focused, and "on-task.

Focus Factor has been a huge success for kids, teens, adults and seniors. And now 
you can tr it

yourself with absolutely no risk.

Tag (:18) Ask how you can get a free 30 day supply of Focus Factor with your order!

Call1-800 . That's 1-800- . Money back if you re not delighted.

Call 1-800-

(Q 2000 VitalBasics , Inc.

510 Congress Street

Portland, ME 04101
. (207) 775-5007
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Dr. Kyl Smith: This is Dr. Kyl Smith. A doctor s true reward is helping people. My dietar
supplement, called Focus Factor, is helping thousands of families improve their focus, memory,

mood, concentration, and energy. Here s another message from our Focus Factor voice mail:
(:15).

Electronic voice mail Beep

Marlene Ware-Mother (:20)
This is Marlene Ware. I'm calling on behalf of my son. He s having a tough time at school, an

this has made such a difference. He s remembering things. I can t believe it! I wanted to tell

you how much of a difference it' s made for my son.. .Focus Factor. It has made a tremendousdifference. 
Dr. Smith: Focus Factor is safe , it's natural , and it works. Call now so you can immediately

begin improving your memory, concentration, mood, focus and energy. I'll even give you a free

30-day supply with your Focus Factor trial pack. (:13)

Announcer: Call 1-800-
delighted. Call 1-800-

. That' s 1-800-
. (:12)

. Money back if you re not

(Q 2001 Vitalbasics , Inc.
510 Congress Street
Portland, ME 04101

(207) 775-5007
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Dr. Kyl Smith (:48)- School' s in session. .. and as a parent, rnore than anything else, you

want to see your child do their best.

I'rn Dr. Kyl Smith. I've seen first- hand how frustrating 
it can be when a child has

trouble with focus and concentration. Parents come to me because their children are
. unfocused, distracted.. . and they just don tknow what to do about it.

That's why I developed Focus Factor. It's an effective , all-natural supplement with one

purpose: to give your child's brain the exact nutrents it needs to function at its very best.

Focus Factor is for students who need help with concentration and memory. In 
jusfa

few days , your child wil feel alert, focused, and mentally sharp.

And by the way, there s also an adult formula I created for 
grown-ups who want to

improve memory, concentration, and mood. 
Call now andfeel the difference when you supercharge yourbrain...with Focus Factor.

Tag (:12) Ask how you can get a free 30-day supply of Pocus Factor with your order!

11- 800- 

. .

. That's 1-800- 

C9 2000 Vitalbasics , Inc.

100 Commercial Street
Portland, !vIE 04101

(207) 775-5007
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Have you ever thought about the difference between a laser beam and ' a light bulb? A

hiser beam can measure the distance to the moon within 2.4 inches. It can cut through

steel and perform delicate eye surgery. A light bulb.. .can only light up a small room.

I'm Rob Graham , president of Vital Basics. Our revolutionary Focus Factor all-natural
supplement was developed to expand your powers of focus.

Have you ever noticed how effortless things seem when you re "on?" You ' re " " when

your brain function is high. You re "off' when your brain function is low.

Focus Factor contains over 50 nutrents that sharpen your brain function.

If you re ready to harness the laser-like qualities of your brain tr Focus Factor. It'
safe, effective and there s nothing quite like it anywhere. But don t take my word for it
call today and tr it risk-free for 30 days. 

Call 1-800- . That' s 1-800-
supply with your order. Call 1-800-

. Ask how you can receive a free month'

C9 200 I Vital Basics, Inc.
100 Commercial Street
Portland, ME 04101

(207) 775-5007
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Focus Factor IDS THIRD EDIT ...12/12/00 SHOW 1600

Intro: Well hello again...welcome to the Vitalbasics radio program. We bring you vital health infonnation on over

300 great radio stations covering all 50 states.. .and y know what? . I can count on two fingers-literally-
number of

times I've actually invited a guest back on this progrm. Today is one of those times.

Dr. Kyl Smith is back with us at our invitation, and this time he s right here in the studio with us.. . came all the way

from Dallas, Texas. Dr. Smith is an expert in nutrition, pediatrcs and anti-aging. He s the foundenmd president of the

Creative Health Institute in Texas. Now, his claim toJame.. . the reason he s here with us today.. .is his fascination with

your brain. Specifically, how it works, how it fuctions, and what we can do-all of us. . .men, women, kids, teenagers,

senior citizens-to make it perfonn even better. What does that mean? It means improving your memory so you don
forget your wife s anniversary or where you left the car keys; It means better focus and 

concentrtion so you can get

your work done without distractions. And it means having lots of energy instead of feeling tired and drained all the
time-.

Today Dr. Smith is back with some brand new infonnation that wil shock you-like, is your brain shrinking? 

talk about that. Dr. Kyl Smith, welcome back. 
Well, thank you, Bil. Again, I'm honored to be here.

If you would, for the listeners who don t know you yet, who didn t catch you the last time you were on, give us a quick

summary of your background...how you got into this field...and where you re coming from.

Well, Bil, it all began when I graduated from my internship and started build my own practice. 
I noticed

immediately that people were coming to me with similar types of questions, and they all had to do 
with brain

function. Let me give you a good example...

Moms would come to me and they'd say, Dr. Smith, my son or daughter suffers with poor focus ,
or concentration.

Is there anything we can do that' s natural that can help? Business professionals would say, 
Dr. Smith, it seems like

I wake up in the morning in a fog...I can t focus on demand. I' m drinking coffee to tr to stay awake and alert 

And, to be honest with you, I'm in my 30' s or 40's, andJ'm starting to notice my memory s not what it used to be,

and I'm afraid this is affecting my job performance. And another one that I heard quite commonly. Spouses
would come to me-usually wives asking me about their husbands, but sometimes the other way around-

they

say, Dr.. Smith, my husband comes Iwme from work and he is mentally drained. It'
s like he doesn t have any energy

left for me or ti,e family. And worse, he brings home irritabilty and mood swings. I know you re helpingpeople

with mental function, please help! Well, these consistent questions, led me to do an exhaustive search of the.

medical and nutritional research at the time to find out, is there anything we can do to improve concentration?

Can we have a better memory as we age...30, 40, and 50 years of age? So the technology that came back from

this search was the original technology that' s in Focus Factor today.

Now, we have spoken a few times since our last program, and what I found fascinating is that, as you were doing this

search... there s like over 3 000 clinical studies that you have accessed in putting together this new supplement called
Focus Factor. Is that correct?

Absolutely. We are in the information age, there s no doubt about it. And when it comesto medical studies and

nutritional studies on the brain-how it works, and how diet and nutrition can affect brain 
function in a positive

. way-there s tons of information out there.. .literally over 3,000 research articles right now done on the link

between diet, nutrition and the brain. And the stuff we re going to talk about today is fascinating. We reaDy can

take control of our destiny when it comes to how we focus, think, and our memory.

And what also strck me is that this is such a huge problem. You had mentioned that the 
#1 reason why people go to

their doctors these days isn t for little aches and pains or the sniffes.. jt's for ilTitability, it's for mental

fatigue.. . memory, things like that. Is that cOlTect? 
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Mental function...poor mental function...mental fatigue. These are the #1 tyes of complaints in doctors

- practices across the country. I mean...give you a good example: people in their 30' s, 40' s, 50's. Most people are

relying on note pads, Post-It pads and planners just to get through the day. 

Yeah yeah.

They teD me if they lose their little note pad they are sunk. And how many people can relate to going to the

grocery store...you got just 5 things to get, milk' s on your list. You come home...you got no mik. 
now.. .Iistento this: listeners at home, think if you can relate to this: You re in a social situation-or maybe even

worse, a business situation-you re meeting someone right now. This person s reaDy important to you. You

shake their, hand. By the time your handshake breaks, it's like the name just faUs to the floor.

Yeah...

You re looking at him or her and you re thinking to yourself, J was just introduced to them, and can t even

remember their name.

It' s embarrassing.

In a social situation.

Yeah.

...

that' s embarrassing. But think of it in business. Poor memory, a sluggish memory, can cost you your job

performance.

So these are huge problems, and you have created a supplement-fs called Focus Factor-the response has been

absolutely tremendous to it. And I want to read a few of the phone; messages that we got after the last program... and

you would not believe how many of our affliate stations-we re an over 300 stations-and how many stations called

up and said Do you mind ifwe run that show again? We got such a huge response, people want to hear it again...

That' s great..

So these are just a few of the phone messages we received, urn... Here s a 65 year-old woman. She didn' t say where

she was from, but she said her husband ordered Focus Factor. She s been using it for 4 days. She says she canot

believe the change. She said she was slow and lethargic.. . she thought she was getting 
dimwitted.. .interesting choice of

words there, and she says Focus Factor started working almost immediately. lfelt like a diferent person. And I know

results wil vary from person to person, but I found these very interesting. Here s a woman from your stomping

grounds , Texas. She says she s in the insurance industr...a very fast paced office. Lots of multi-tasking going on.

She says I've been taking Focus Factor for a couple weeks and saw a huge diference. Just unbelievable. 
And I'm

going to do one more here, because this shows how the product can help children as well...

Great...

A teacher in New Jersey-and also a mother. She bought Focus Factor for her son, who had trouble with focus and

concentration. And she says, he had trouble concentrating on one thing at a time. And Focus Factor has helped him 
sit down and concentrate on one activity at a time. He gets his work done on time now. And this is interesting: He

says He wants to do more work now:..

Wow.

So she says ve seen progress with Focus Factor and will continue to order it. So when you get a child who

actually wants to do his homework, I think that' s prett incredible.
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Doctor, I want to talk about seniors for a moment, because I understand they can benefit enormously from Foc.us Factor

- And unfortately, I think what happens is.. . when we see older folks in our lives-grandparents, aunts, uncles, even

our parents-having trouble with memory or concentrtion, we tend to ignore them or brush them aside.. . or we even

make fun ofthem... lrow Gramps is just having a little slow today. And You re saying if we were to justhelp them

support their brain a little bit more, it could improve their memory and concentration a lot.

This is very true. . As a matter of fact, seniors share with me that many times they re embarrassed because they

do feel like they re a little slower. They many times have to ask their children or their grandchidren to slow

down just a little bit...and that' s embarrassing. I gotta tell you...speaking to seniors, when I do lectures across

the country, or I do radio or television, seniors are one of my favorite groups to speakto. Why? Because they

. can be passionate about health. Many times, they want to make and improvement, and they want to make an
improvement now. 
Now. Yeah.

Most seniors wil teU me they ve been taking nutritional supplements for maybe 
years, and never noticed a

. difference in how they feel. Can you imagine? Well, the thing that seniors tell me that Focus Factor does is it
gives them that mental spark, that energy like they used to have. They feel lie their memory is more on-task.

. They can recall things easier with less effort. And the thing I really like to hear is how it improves relationships.
And let me give you a good example: A lady comes up to me-an elderly lady-when we re filmng a television

program, and she says Dr. Smith, I goUa tell you about my husband. This man was the most cantankerous,

irritable man you ve ever met. All he ever wanted to do was sit in his armchair. But after taking Focus Factor, he

gardens with me, we go on walks together...it's like I've got my sweetheart back.

Hey, here s a letter from a 65 year-old woman I spoke with. And she says I tried ginkgo bi/obafor months, and it

didn t do anything for my memory. But my memory is now wonderful since I've started taking Focus Factor. I noticed

a diference within a couple of days.

And I've got to answer a question here. Why does this happen? It happens because the brain needs much more
than an herb or one nutrient to help it with cognitive function. Y ouneed protector nutrients-antioxidants that
are shown to. help protect brain function. You need nutrients that improve brain function, like the B vitamins.

Youneed specific herbal extracts that may be precursors to neurotransmitters that science says improves focus,

concentration and memory. You put these together in a comprehensive brain support product, and...what do

you have? You have stories of better concentration.. .people going .to work, getting more done in less time,
coming home with energy to spare.. . instead of that old story of coming home and just being fatigued andlethargic. 
Excellent. Well , I can see we re running out of time here, so I have to take a quick break. We want to give you
information on how you can get a hold of Focus Factor for yourself. So we re going to do that in just a moment. But

right now I want you to listen to some of the people we spoke to recently, and how Focus Factor is affecting their lives.
So take a listen to this , and we ll be right back.

Kelly Brown: My name is Kelly Brown and Focus Factor has been a wonderfl product for us. It has tremendously helped

my son with his schoolwork and at home also. The benefits that I have seen with Focus Factor for myselfis... I'm a workig

mother-I'm very tired when I get home at night , I'm very stressed out. Focus Factor for me has just boosted my energy in

the evenings to where Ican keep going, I can keep up with my children. And afernoons at work, too, I don t get tied, I don

get initable. Ijust... for some reason I'mjustwide- eyed and ready to go!

Roger Thompson: My name is Roger Thompson. I've been taking Focus Factor for about 6 weeks now, and the

results have been just phenomenal. My mood has improved dramatically. I'm better able to focus and to communicate
with other people. I feel a lot better. Focus Factor has made a huge difference, and I would really love to thank Dr.

Smith for coming up with this and making it available to the general public. It' s a super product, and I'd recommend it

to anybody who s busy, stressed-out or just needs a little boost in their lives. It' s just great.
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Milie Hull: My name is Milie Hull, and 1 have tred Focus Factor after tring many other supplements which never

" worked for me. 1 thought they wouldjust sit in my stomach and not even dissolve. Focus Factor is different. It 
does

work. It clears the ' foggies ' from the mid and gives you the energy you need to go do what you need to do. 1 have
two grandchildren that 1 take care of...1 have the energy for them now, as well as working a full-time job. 1 can do all

these things and have the energy to still have time for recreation. And 1 have the clearess of mind to get thigs done

that 1 needto do and think clearly to do these things. 1 just love Focus 
Factor.

(CTA #1)

And we re back. Welcome back to the Vitalbasics radio program. This is Bil Begley, and 
my special guest today, back

for an encore, is Dr. Kyl Smith, the founder and president of the Creative Health Institute in Texas, and the creator of

this amazing supplement called Focus Factor. Recommended for seniors, students , men, women.. . and doctor, I've been

tang it myself. I've been taking it for about 6 months now. I'm going to tell my own story a little bit later on in the

program, but it's helped me dramatically, so...

Wonderful.

. So... in your experience, who do you find benefits from Focus Factor? Any specific groups of people?

Bil, everyone... it doesn t matter if you re a business professional, a senior, a teen, or a child, you have a need to

support the most important organ in the brain. Focus Factor s perfect for that. It provides specifc dietary 
supplements, or nutrients, that enhance the brain' s abilty to produce mental energy. We all need that. I mean,

think, today many adults are suffering with poor memory. And many times 
they don t notice it in the beginning. .It sneaks upon them... 

Yeah, yeah.

Meaning that we rely on Post-It pads all around the house. wJ gotta write things down to remember it. 
If you

lose your planner you re lost.

Yeah.

Focus Factor s important for all of us. Some of the most touching stories !...come from parents who ve given the

product to their children, and they see what they call a transformation in their child. They seem interested in

things in the past they weren t interested in, and one of the curious intangible things parents say is many a tim
they see an improvement in their child' s self-esteem. That makes a world of difference to me. As the formulator

of the product, that touches me ' cause that' s exactly what I formulated the product to do. Seniors tell me they
get that mental spark, that mental edge back thatthey ve been looki g for for so long and they feel like they

lostit... they ve found it again...and business professionals. They tell me thatthey can go to work, they feel like

get more done in less time and come home with energy to spare.

Well the big buzzword these days in business is 
multtasking...

Exactly.

... which basically means you have to do 3 people s jobs instead of just your own job. So 1 know we ve spoken with a

number of people who use that word.. .it sjust a buzzword these days.. .multitasking. People are able to shift from one

project to another very easily... 

...

and not lose the project.

Exactly.. .not lose the project. And be able to complete each project.. .or see each project through. .. finish it.. .and do a

good job.

Exactly.
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So I take it the reason this is so effective is because the ingredients are more easily absorbed by the brain?

Exactly. Specific nutrients cross the blood.rain barrier readily. In other words, the brain accepts these
nutrients. It finds them as foodstuffs. These are the nutrients we ve used in Focus Factor to enhance brainfunction. 
So if you re takig the wrong nutrents , it's kindoflike puttng a square peg in a round hole. It just can t go in. But if

you have the right nutrents, it' just a nice fit, and the brain gets it and... boom.

Very close. If you re taking the wrong nutrients, quite frankly they pass in the stool, and they don t even absorb

through the bloodstream. If you re taking the right nutrients...1 guess your analogy is great... if you re taking

the right nutrients they easily pass through the digestive system into the bloodstream, delivering their benefits to

the cell, where you want them.

Okay. Now, this was originally only available through doctors ' practices. What are.. . what's the medical community

saying about this?

We have had phenomenal success across the country. What we call it is a grassroots movement .because

originally, Focus Factor started just by word of mouth referral from doctor to doctor. ..from patient to famiy.

The reason I attribute that success is the fact that Focus Factor works. I mean, very quickly doctors realized

they could take this product themselves, or recommend it to a patient, and that person would come back to the
doctor in just a few days or weeks and say, 

Hey Doc, what did you give me? It' s like this cloud' s been lifed off my

head. I can focus, I can concentrate. I've got my memory back! Thanks, DoC! Well, what's he going to do? He

going to recommend this product to virtually anyone in his practice that are suffering from poor mentalfunction. 
Sure.

s taking it himself, he s recommending it to other doctors. I think this is why we ve been so successful across

the country today.

And I have some comments from some of the doctors we ve spoken with. For example , this is a medical doctor... this is

an M.D. named Lee Cowden, Dr. Lee Cowden. He s a cardiologist, and intemist... and he says, uh... Compared to

other supplements on the market, the nutrents in Focus Factor are present at better kvels (that' s what we just talked

about) and in the ideal forms more likely to enhance brain function. Taking Focus Factor results in a significant
improvement in memory, concentration, and overall well-being." Prett strong comment from a medicaldoctor.

Wonderful.

Here s a doctor, Gary Sconyers , who says

, "

I've seen Focus Factor firsthand as a doctor 
and asa parent.(! thik-that's

importnt) When my son started taking it, he became more consistent, and his self-esteem improved by leaps and

bounds." So a few powerful comments from the medical community. I think it' s neat that it's been accepted , andI

think it adds a lot of credibility to you and the product. . . the fact that is started out with doctors.

And I've got to tell you , in the beginning, doctors were skeptical. Now, this is an innovative product. It literally

provides the nutrients the brain needs for enhanced mental function. Well, doctors first tried it on 
themselves

and their children. Now this was neat because they became advocates for the product, recommending it to
virtually everyone.

Okay, we have to take a quick break in just a moment. But very quickly I want you to listen to some more people in
their own words and what they re saying about Focus Factor. And we ll give you the opportnity to call the 800

number-toll-free number-so you can get Focus Factor for yourself and for your family.. . and listen to this...
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Paula Clark: My name is Paula Clark and I live in New Jersey and I havea prett hectic life. I'm a working Mom. I started
Focus Factor for my child who is 10 years old who was having tough time focusing in school and stayig on-task. I found
that Focus factor...after one week I saw a noticeable difference. I saw that his homework assignents were being
accomplished and being done. He has a happier feeling, a happier mood. So I then decided then, well, if it s working so well
for hi I'm going to try this also , seeing tht I do I do have my mood swigs. I tred it and it really has improved my life as
well. Now my whole famly is takg it-my 15 year old, my 10 year old, myself-I gave it to my hushand and he loves italso. 
Jack Huff: . My name is Jack Huff. I'm in Lake Havasu City, Arzona. I've been taking Focus Factor for 4 months

. now. And I really feel it's helped all areas of my life. Being able to focus, which is a great. Focusing, sometimes you

might not think it' s that big of a deal, but it' s really the key to a lot of things- focusing- andthat'lliead you through
projects. It's helped my relationship with my wife , believe it or not, just by not being so down and in kid of a dark
cloud situation. Lots of energy to go do the things I want to do. If you want an extra boost-not just a little extra boost
it's a major tuaround contrbution to your... being vital to feeling alive... being able to go do stuff without worrg
about being drained mentally or physically.

Sally Nelson: My name is Sally Nelson and I've been taking Focus Factor for ten weeks now. The thing I found when
I first stared taking it is my energy level in the afternoon gradually came up to the point where Heel very focused, I .

feel very energetic and I feel very excited about my life in general. I feel alive-that's really what I want to say. I feel
very alive, very energetic, very focused. And I feel very excited.

(CTA #2)

. And welco e back, to the Vitalbasics radi? show. Bil Beg ey with our sp cial guest.. .back for anencore appearance; I

Dr. Kyl Snuth. Hes the founder and president of the CreatIve Health InstItute II Texas, and also the creator of Focus
Factor. This is the supplement that is designed to literally supercharge your brain. And doctor, before we go , I want to

bring this up. This really freaked me out. I gotta tell you, ' ' when I learned that , after the age of 30, the brain begins toshrnk?? 
Exactly.

Tell us about that.

I hate to tell you it' s true. After the ageof30, after we pass by that magical age where you notice that spare tires
comes on easier, and our health starts to decline, one of the medical facts is the brain slowly begins to shrink in
its size. .In addition, between the age of 30 and 55, we ll lose about 25% of the synapses in the brain. In addition,
about 80% of people above the age of 35 complain that they notice their memory is not what it used to be.

That makes sense.

But the good part is...science shows us today that there is a lot we can do to support normal mental function.

Now for folks who arejust tuning in, give us a quick recap. . .20 seconds or less... what is Focus Factor and what does itdo? 
Focus Factor is a totally unique dietary supplement that feeds the brain. It does this by providing specific
nutrients that enhance the brain s abilty to produce mental energy. The second thing that Focus factor does is it
provides nutrients your 'brain is starving for that enhances focus, concentration and memory by naturally
enhancing neurotransmitters in the brain.
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An right, I want to read a few more letters from people who have wrtten us based on the last radio program that you did

with us. Very quickly.. .''No more monthly highs and lows. " A woman who s a business professional, a wife and

mother who says I feel like my brain functions better. I have more energy. My mood swirzgs are not the highs and lows

that they used to be. And one more. This is a woman in her 50' s who s a registered nurse. And she Says We interested

in F oCl Factor because of the natural help we thought it would bring to kids with poor focus and concentration. 
ve seen positive results with it. ve seen their abilty to concentrate and improve the focu that they have on their

work. Now she says I have been taking Focus Factor myself It worked for me within the first week. I've noticed that
my thinking is more clear. I'm able to remember more , focus and get rid of "cloudy thinking

... 

Wonderful.

As she calls it. How does that make you feel when you hear all these positive stories about a product that youdid the

research on and created yourselffrom scratch?

Bil, I have to tell you: I never imagined that Focus Factor would provide the benefits for people that they
tellng us it's providing for them. I mean, I created the product to enhance focus, concentration and memory for

. myself, for my patients and the people I was lecturing to. . What I never, ever imagined are the stories that would

come back. The life-enhancing stories. As seniors say, it giyes them their mental spark back. It motivates them
to do things that are actually good for them, like walk and garden. And to think now that the product is in the
hands of artists, athletes, pro football players, actors...and now I'm being told that my product is being taken by
a gentleman in NASCAR. Bil, this is like a dream come true for me. 

TIme s tremendous, and if! may.. . do you mind if! share my story.. 

I'd love for you to.

. ..

about Focus Factor? You gave me the product and I started taking it. And I gave it a good30 days. AndI was going

to see the movie The Patriot-it was a big hit-and Ijust wanted to do a little homework, to kind of bruh up on the

revolution and learn a little bit more about it so I would understand the movie better and what was happening. So here I

am taking Focus Factor, and I pulled out this great big ' coffee table book' it' s about 400 pages. It' s a very dense book

about the Revolution. And I'm reading and I'm reading. ,. and it's coming to life for me. Even though it was wrtten in

a very dry way-it wasn t the most excitingly wrtten book. But for me, I was absorbing it very well, and what's most

remarkable, is when I was done reading, I kept the information.. .it was retained.

Wonderful.

I can stil rattle off the names of British generals and Lords and prime ministers and where battles happened.. .and

who s army did this and who s army did that and all that kind of stuff. And it was fascinating. AndI found that Focus
Factor really helped with my memory, with my ability to concentrate on the book, and my ability to comprehend it.

Wonderful.

It was tremendous.

Bil, why didn t we have this when we were in college?

I don t know! My grades would' ve been much better, I'm sure.

I wish I did...

... if we d had it. So I personally want to thank you for introducing me to this product, because it certainly has had a

profound effect, and not just with that one book, but I'm finding just in general I'm remembering things better. . . I'm

comprehending.. I'mfocusing better. We mentioned earlier the term multi- tasking, having to do many things at once.

When you re in radio , you re multi-tasking every single day. And I'm finding that it is , in fact, easier to do all these

tasks and complete them and do them well.

VB000071
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Well thank you. That means a lot to me.

Hey, we rejust... re outla time here. So Dr. Kyl Smith, thank you for joining us in the studio-flying here from

Dallas, Texas to be my guest:

Thank you. Bil, I appreciate so much all you ve done in sharing this with other people.

Well, when something works , you tell people about it, that's all. Folks , thanks for joining us folks here on the

Vitalbasics radio program. We will talk again soon. Thank you, and take care of yourself and God bless.(CTA #3) 
CT A Copy: Hi, this is Bil Begley. I want you to think about the last time you really felt good. A time when you were

nergetic , focused, and mentally shar. Picture taking all that positive energy aidputtng it into a tablet-a tablet that's

all-natual, effective, and as easy to use as putting your shoes on in the morning. That' s the best way I can describe

Focus Factor. I take it every day to keep me focused and energetic , and countless people who have heard this program

across the countr have called to say they 19ve it, too. For more infonntion on how you can tr it risk-free , call this

toll-free number. It's 1-800- . That's 1-800- .
Call now and mention the Vitalbasics program and you can even get a free I-month supply to tr with your order. Ask

for details. Focus Factor is for senior citizens... working moms... students in every grade level. .business

professionals.. . anybody who wants and needs a natual boost in their memory, concentration, mood, and energy.

There s a 30.;day money backguarantee. Call and ask about the doctor s special offer. It' s 1-800 '

That' s 1-800
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Focus Factor radio infomercial "Bil" ... version 2...7/11100 S\-Ow :I 4-+00

BILL: Hi and welcome to the Vita/Basics radiQ program. I'm Bil Begley. Ths is the health and wellness program

you cap hear on over 200 radio stations from coastto coast. We re in California, Massachussetts, Florida, Texas

Hawaii, Alaska.. .youname it, we re there, and we appreciate you tuning in today. Thank you very much for joiningus. 
Today we re going to talk about the most important thing in your lifeooand, for that matter, the most important thing to

your children. It' s not your job, or your money, or your house or even your car lmow what it is.. . the most

important thing? It' s your brain. Yes it is. Because when your brain...or your mind.. .isn t working the way it

should, nothing else matters.. .nothing seemsto go right. It's like a dead battery. But think about it.. . and again, think

of your children... when your brain is working the way it should. ..you ' re energetic , you re in a great mood, you get,

more done, you re more outgoing and likable. ..you stand out from everyone else.. . and it doesn t matter if you re 5

years old or 105! Now, grab a pencil and a piece of paper, because what we
re going to do is give some incredibly

useful infonnation this half-hour on how you and your children can supercharge your brain. I'm tellng you , it' s easy,

it's systematic.. .it's a technological breakthrough that's 
sweeping the natlon. If your chilcienhave trouble behaving

or concentrating in school.. or if you have older relatives or frends who seem to be losing their mental edge.. .even if

you re in business and you have trouble staying focused or "on task" durng the day.. . please listen at least for: a few

minutes because you ll be able tohelp yourself and the ones you love. Okay? Okay.

My guest, on the phone with us today, isDr. Kyl Smith. He s Founder and President of the Creative Health InstitUte

in Texas. He s a recognized expert in the field of nutrtion, pediatrcs and anti-aging, He s Vice president of

Education at the Texas Integrative Practitioner s Association-it's a non- profit agency that includes Medical Doctors

and alternative health practitioners and so on. And he s also been 'a Senior Advisor of Research and Development for

a major phannaceuticalcompany. Thousands and thousands of hours, folks, this man has put into this breaktough

this secret that we re going to let you in on today. Dr. Smith, we have somuch to talk about.. .it' s a blessing to have

you on the program. Welcome!

Kyl: Thank you, Bil. I'm honored to be here.

Thank you very much for joiningus. Now, we all feelrun down from time to time. We all get cranky and tired...

get that foggy feeling... sort of what we call mental fatigue. But lately it seems like it' s reaching epidemic

proportions. Would you agree with that?

Absolutely. I mean we see this in our children. We have obviously many children, several with lack of

attentiveness; lack of abilty to focus and concentrate, but this is permeating teens, adults, and senior citizens.
Many people say that they come home and they just don t have the energy to give to their familes-their

husbands, wives, and spouses-what they need to after they get done with work. In other words, they are so

drained; their mental batteries are so drained when they get home from work they just can t be the people they

want to be.

I mow you ve done a tremendous amount of research behind this product.. . folks; it's called 
Focus Factor. Dr. Smith

what's the story behind Focus Factor?

It really all started when I was finishing my internship and starting my own practice. You see I was sitting

there day after day in front of patients th:ii had a similar complaint-and this is as true today as it was 7 years

ago. Patients would coine in and they would say, Dr., I'm tired. Like I said I have to drink coffee in the

morning to wake up and I have to do something in the afternoon like caffeine to stay awake. 
Or they d say,

My child has problems with attentiveness and focus and concentration in school." Or "My spouse is irritable

when they get home :;,rom work. Is there anything we can do that' s natural, that' s good for them that can help

them?" Well, Bil this question got under my skin. It really bothered me because I was suffering with the same

exact thing.

, you re in the same boat as the rest of us.
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Exactly.l We all were. So, of course the first thing I did is I did the easy search. I went out to doctor friends of

mine, physicians, and asked them what do you say when your patients ask this question? And none of them

had a good answer. They would say typical things like, "Tell them to reduce their caffeine intake ' cause

caffeine kis your energy in the afternoon." But I'd say to them, "Well they re drinking caffeine like I am

because they re tired in the fIrst place. What do you do?" 
It's a vicious cycle.

It's a vicious cycle. So I created this product for my own practice and it became so popular a USP
pharmaceuticalcompaIiy picked me up and said, "Dr. Smith we want you to create a product specifcally for

kids." We did that and then theyput me on my first tour and Bil I went out there and I was shocked. I was

taken aback by the results people were gettng in their lives. And they weren t the results I expected. Like, I

buil the product to help improve fQcus, concentration and memory.

Right.

But what happened is that people were coming to the lectures with stories about how it had transformed 
their

child' s self-esteem. Let me give you an example. This one lady stood up and it was I think, Rochester, Indiana.

She stood up and she said

, "

The thing that touches me about Focus Factor. is how it' s changed my son s life.

"My son was the child at school that nobody wanted to play with. He would throw temper tantrums and 
disrupt class if he didn t get his way. Mter giving him Focus Factor for just one week, the teacher wrote a note

home and said what are you doing different? Your son is sitting stil and he s completing his work.

Wow, so the teacher noticed this?

Exactly, in just one week. Now the Mom said...again, she was sittng there crying, and this really shook 

too. She said; "The thing that touches me is my son is going to be a different man because of this product.

Instead of being the boy that goes to school without interpersonal relationships, instead of being the child that

no one seems to like, he s nurturing friendships and his self-esteem is improving. That' s when I said to myself

this has to be my God-given mission-to teach people about nutrition and the brain. It's important for kids

because their every-day experience translates into who they feel like they are. But it' s the same for us adults,

too. If we have good days on top of good days, this compounds and it improves our self-esteem. And I picked

up somewhere along the line in my lectures this statement: "To do really good in life, you ve got to feel really

good." And that' s what Focus Factor is all about. 
Well, and it' s such a unique product, too. I mean, there are products out there.. .you hear aboutthem all the time.. . for

things like prostate health; and cardiovascular health and so on and so fort. But I have never ever 
ever heard of a

breakthrough like this that specifically targets the most importnt par of our body-the brain. 

The brain. The very organ that determines how we feel when we wake up in the morning and how we feel

when we come home from work. The organ that' s gonna determine what kind of day we re going to have this

afternoon, and if I'm in a business where I have to talk to people , how I'm going to communicate with them.

It' s going to determine when I come home what kind of spouse I am and parent because of my mental energy

reserves. If our mental batteries are drained, it' s going to affect how we relate to our world.

Is there anything unique about the brain versus, say, other organs in the body in tenns of what it needs to produce that

energy?

Absolutely. The brain seeks specific forms of nutrients for energy production, and this is key. If you happen to

find a magnesium from the wrong source, you re not going to produce menta" energy from that magnesium, no
matter how much you take. So we selected exactly the types, the sources of nutrients, that the research showed

was necessary to improve brain function.

So it's kind of like putting a key in a lock. You know , if you have the wrong key, it's not going to open it up.
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That' s a great analogy, exactly

Ir fact, we have someone who knows exactly what we re talking about. Anita Sohn is With us. . She is a school

admiistrator. And listen to this, ths is an amazing story: She put her entire Class on Focus Factor. Anita, welcome

to the program. Can you tell us why you did that and what happened?

Anita Sohn:Surely. We were having such great challenges with kids being able to focus and being able to
actually sit stll and concentrate and do their work. And a year earlier, both my children had gone on the

Focus Factor. And we had seen such a marked difference, when the parents would come and say, 'what can we

do about this?' then I would start to tell them, ' Okay, this is what I would do in this situation. And it couldn

hurt, it can only help..try it ' So they started, one by one, each child started testing out the Focus Factor. And
as a result, my entire class was on the Focus Factor. We have just... ve had just a wonderful tie on it.

So you put ' em on the product.you talked to their parents first. . but you put ' em on the product, and what you found

was that in many cases the kids seemed more attentive, they got better grades some of them?

Anita: Definitely. Now, I've been on the Focus Factor personally myself for 2 years. When I got on.it and

started finding the difference that the supplement makes on a daily basis..not just when I need it...I am the

most awesome woman on Focus Factor, as well as my children. 

So I think it would be safe to say you re a believer in this product.

Anita: Oh, very safe to say.

Well, Anita, it has really been an honor to talk to you. I know you re busy and I don t wantto take up any more of

your valuable time...you ve obviously got more important people, your students, to spend some time with. But tha
you for being with us today, and telling us this very amazing and important story.

Anita: No problem! Thank you. Bye-bye.

Bye bye. Now, back to you, Dr. Kyl Smith. Obviously some fantastic and life-changing results with children. And
folks listening.. . imagine having the best of both worlds with your kids: Better behavior and better performance in

school. That is something that' s prett much unheard of these days. But doctor, you say that men and women got

hold of this stuff after the kids tred it and they love it too.

Absolutely. The tyical story that we get is a parent, let' s say a mom, would typically buy Focus Factor for

their child because they wanted to enhance their abilty to focus and concentrate in school; And prett soon

their son would come home from school and say, "Mom, 1 had the best day. 1 aced my test and 1 finished my
homework before 1 got home." And the mom would say to herself

, "

I need this stuff. 1 need to go to work and

get my work done before 1 come home. 1 need to come home with energy to spare and have less irritabilty.

So prett soon the mom would start taking the product. She d love it so much she d tell the dad about it.

Prett soon you d have family after family, doctor and physician after physician referring the product to moreand more people. 
Okay, we have to take a quick break. But coming up we ll talk with some doctors who recommend Focus Factor to

their patients; as well as a member of the House of Representatives from the state of Texas. We
ll hear how he

become a better lawmaker and abetter husband and father because of Focus Factor-a very dramatic story. Right

now, it's your chance to can our toll- free telephone number so you can get on a 30-day, risk-free tral of Focus Factor

and tr it for yourself. So let's take a moment and do that now.

CT A #1
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And welcome b ck to the VitalBasics radio program. I'm Bil Begley and our special guest today is Dr. Kyl Smith.
s the creator ofaproduct called Focus Factor. Fascinating story behind it. It started out as supplement to help

kids With learing and behavior problems-and I thin we all know that can be such a nightmare.. .so it helped with
that at sort of a grass-rootslevel, but then adults starting using it because they found that it had this amazing eff ct on

their oWn memory, energy, mood.. . ard just their ability to stay "on-task. Earlier ths week, I had the great pleasure to

speak with some-people who say that Focus Factor has dr matically improved the quality of their life. So folks, if
you or anyone in your family could use a little help with mood or t:nergy, concentration or memory-just sort of
clearigou the mental cobwebs-please listen to this. Jon, if we could, let's roll the tape.

SilkeJones: My name is Silke Jones and I have been taking Focus Factor for about six months. The reason I
started taking Focus Factor was because of the product benefits. It helps eliminate mood swings that.. . it gives
you a little pick-up, so to speak, during the day to where you don t get the doldrums in the afternoon. That
really got my attention because that is me-right there. I've attributed a lot of mood swings or depression here

and there, you know, to just the age I'm going through right now, y know, being a woman. So when I started
taking Focus Factor, I was just surprised how quickly I felt a difference. It was amazing. Everybody I've
talked to ,that I've recommended it to that has taken it has said the same thing.

Kristin Rister-Wheatley: My name is Kristen and since I've been taking Focus Factor I have gotten
tremendous results. I have more energy. I have a more stabilized mood. I feel like my brain functions better.
I'm on top of my game. Everyone knows that women, especially women, go through mood swings especially
during cerain times of the month, certain times of their cycle, and I have noticed that my. mood swings are not I
the highs and lows that they used to be. I am a much more steady; calm person. I think it's very important
that parents try Focus Factor with their children. Personally, it made a dramatic difference in my daughter s i
performance the way she felt in school-the way she could concentrate. I've shared it with my friends. I'
shared it with my family. Everyone feels the same way. We all love Focus Factor.

Dr. Smith did you have any idea when you created this product ocus Factor, that it would have this kind of affect on
peoples' lives? 
No I didn t. And like I was saying previously, I developed Focus Factor to help enhance focus, concentration
and memory. So as a doctor, I' m expecting to hear stories about focusing and concentrating. What I never
imagined is how this would impact our lives, on a very personal level. For instance, when we were fiming a
television program around Focus Factor I had a wife say that she felt that this Focus Factor saved her
marriage. She said that her husband and her both n w come home from their work with more mental energy,
less irritabilty, they can relate and communicate better and, maybe most importantly, they re patient with
each other when they communicate. She said this literally saved her marriage. I hear stories from people
constantly about the benefits that this product brings in their lives that I would have never imagined.

Well, I know that everybody s a little bit different and results wil vary from person to person. But in your

experience, how quickly does it work?

Focus Factor... we see a noticeable improvement in the way a person feels it doesn t matter if it' s a child, a teen
or an adult, in 1 to 10 days. Now I typically tell people, stay on Focus Factor each and every day consistently
and you ll notice a difference within 2 weeks. But I've got to tell you Bil that most people come 'back after the
first day and they say, "Wow, what did you put in this stuff? I haven t felt this good since I was a teenager.

ve got senior citizens say, "Dr. Smith, you ve given me my life back. I now have that energy-that mental

energy-that I used to have when I was a child. Stories like this, it' s just incredible. 
And this is different from regular multi-vitamins in that you re going to actually feel this working prett quickly,
right?
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There s a big key there, and that' s another great question. It' s very common when I' m in a live audience that

I'D ask people to stand up if they are taking a multivitamin. Now , almost everyone stands up. But then I ask

the people to sit down who are actually feeling a difference from that vitamin they are taking, in some way,

shape or form, energy or they feel healthier. And the only people who sit down are the people that tell me they
are takng j?ocus Factor. The rest of the people standing up, which is .usually the majority of the people who

haven t been introduced to the product yet, wil tell me that they have been taking a vitamin for years and they
have not noticed one benefit. 
Yeah that' s a really good point. I don t know anybody who says

, "

, 1 take a multivitamin and I feel great." You

know, they just kind of take it. It' s just something they do, and they never feel any results from it. 

Right. And my goal and my dream, my desire is to educate people that we should expect much more from our
nutritional supplements.

All right, we ll continue our discussion in a moment. But right now I want us to listen to some doctors and what they
are saying about Focus Factor. Folks , these are people we spoke with earlier this week. First we re going to hear

from Dr; Shawn Sieracki and then from Dr. Jim Van Meter. These are doctors who recommend Focus Factor to their
patients-adults, children, seniors-some very interesting comments here. And Jon, if we could, let' s roll the tape.

Dr. Shawn Sieracki: I first heard about Focus Factor about a year and a half ago. Dr. KylSmith introduced it
to me at a seminar. And he passed out a few of the Focus Factottablets. From that point on I've been hooked

on Focus Factor. It helps calm the mind. And it enhances brain function. That is what I am finding it's doing

for women, men, and children as well. It' s an excellent product just to help enhance the brain function. 
believe that Focus Factor is the very best brain support product on the market. Focus Factor helps children or
adults with mental fatigue...poor focus and irritabilty".. it helps to keep that under control. I believe Focus

Factor is the best supplement on the market for memory control and memory function-not just with children

not just with adults, and not just with seniors.. .it hits all ages, and it gives all ages the right amount of

nutrients for the brain. .
Dr. Jim Van Meter: This is Dr. Jim Van Meter. Every time I ever research anything, I always try the product
on myself. Number one, if! can t be convinced that it' s a benefit to me, why in the world would I ever give it to

anyone else? My son has been on it, my daughter s been on it, my son-in-Iaw s been on it...um...everyone in

my family is on Focus Factor. Number one, yes it has vitamins and minerals in it. It also has essential amino

acids and things that are also in here that stimulate the brain to make the brain think, focus and recover facts
numbers, words, definitions, etcetera. Where normal multi"-vitamins and mineral has "otllng to do with it and

can ever turn your brain on to thinking. It' s a product that everyone can trust, and be wonderfully happy

that they are giving their children and their family the very best that can be given to them to be able to achieve

every goal they set out for. 
So there you have just a few of the many doctors who recommend Focus Factor to their patients. These doctors were
not paid in any way for their comments today. Dr. Smith, there are obviously thousands and thousands of

supplements out on the market. Out of all these products , why is Focus Factor gettng all this attention?

I think the bottom line is Focus Factor works. Physicians recommend Focus Factor across the country because

they realize very quickly it works for themselves and it' s working for their patients. And it' s helping improve

lives in many different ways-from the improved focus and concentration to improved emotions, feeling like

you re going to have a better day, feeling like your on you re game. And this results in referral after referral
after referral. And as you know we have distributed this product throughout the US and Canada for five years

now. The exciting thing is Focus Factor is now available direct from the manufacturer, so people can get a

hold of Focus Factor and not have to pay that expensive offce visit.
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All right, 1 want to take another quick break here. Folks now you can tr Focus Factor... l hope you will, for yourself

for your children, your spouse.. . absolutely ris free--ven the phone call is free, and we re going to give that

number up in just a moment. And we ll be rightback to talk some more with Dr. Kyl Smith righ here on the

Vitalbasics radio program. ' 
CTA#2

And welcome back. Bil' Begley talking with Dr. Kyl Smith about Focus Factor. This is a ground breaking

supplement sweeping the countr right now that helps supercharge your mental edge-your brainpower. And we

talking about some incredible benefits here with memory, concentration, mood , energy-absolutely remarkable for

children helping them overcome learning diffculties and behavioral challenges-seniors -who are starting to feel the

mental effects of getting older. Men and women who are trng to juggle family and work. Absolutely remarkable
product. And it is my great honor and pleasure right now to have on the phone with me Representative Rick Green.

, And Rick is with the state house in the State of Texas. And he uses Focus Factor himself and his family.
Representative Green, welcome to the program. Thank you very much for joining us.

Rep. Green: Glad to be here, thanks for having me.

Now, what's your story with Focus Factor?

Rep. Green: Well, you basically listed the reasons I was looking for something like Focus Factor. I was elected 

2 years ago, and in our Texas legislature we meet for 140 days and we cover 6,000 bils in that short time
frame, and trying to juggle that and practice law and run a business and spend time with my boys is not an 
easy thing to do, and I'm used to managing all of those different things but just being stressed out all the time,
and not really enjoying the time that you do get with the family and I wanted something that wouldn t just

affect me physically..I mean" I' ve had .vitamins before that I could tell a physical difference..but with this

product I was looking for something that would give me the p.ental clarity to deal with all these different tasks
at the same time..and that was what I had been told about Focus Factor ..started taking it about a year ago
and found that was exactly the results. I felt a major difference in being able to manage different tasks, and
focus on that task instead of

, y

know, how you..you d be at lunch with one person meeting on one thing, your
mind' s wan,dering off on all these other things you re supposed to be doing. Taking this product made a
signifcant difference to where those things wouldn t happen. lmean, I could...whatever the task at hand was,
I could concentrate on getting that done knowing I had these other things to deal with. ..

Sounds to me like you give a whole new definition to the phrase multi-tasking.

Rep. Green: (laughs) If there s a multi-multi- tasking, then that would fit.

Now, it sounds to me like you ve really personally benefited from this. Do you feel like your family has benefited as
well

Rep. Green: Well, my 4 year-old has been taking the chewable vitamin, which..I took the chewable Focus

Factor for awhile myself before I got on the adult Focus Factor. And the great thing about it is, we ve always

tried to get him to take a vitamin of some kind, and when Dr. Smith came out with Focus FaCtor it was the only
one that he ll say, ' I want to take my vities!'

So he likes the taste.

Rep. Green: He likes the taste, so that' s a signifcant advantage over most of the products that are out there.

What would you say to our listeners who mightstill be skeptical about Focus Factor?
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Rep. Green: Well, I think, um, being someone..y know, personally I' ve always been interested in taking
supplements and vitamins and those kinds of things, so it was a lot easier, um, for me to make the decision to

try something that I thought was gonna help what I was looking for. A lot of times we spend money on
something that' s supposed to be doing all these great things but you never feel it, you never notice if it did.
With Focus Factor you re going to actually know that there s something different in the way that you, are
operating as a human being. Your brain s working better, your body s feeling better. I mean, with a product
like that, what have you got to lose?

And your experience has been that it' s really changed your life, helped your family, it's been good foryour kids.
Sounds like it' s been great for you.

Rep. Green: And let me teU you, I can tell when I don take it.

That's interesting. That' s very interesting. Because, that's always an important test of a supplement , incidentally, is

if you feel a difference when you stop taking it.

Rep. Green: Right.

Well, thank you very much for coming on the program today, Representative Rick Green. I know you re very busy
and we appreciate you dropping by for a few minutes.

Rep. Green: You bet. Y'all have a great one.

Dr. Smith, what goes through your mind when you have a state representative tracking you down to tell you what a
great product you have?

It' s amazing to me. I never imagined that Focus Factor would enhance so many lives across the countr. And

I really love to hear testimonies from professionals like Representative Green who have the abilty to really
impact thousands of lives with what he does every' day.

Well, I'm looking at the clock.. . we re almost out of time. Are there any final words of wisdom you want to leave ourlisteners with? 
Absolutely. I want people to try this product because of what I've seen in my own life and I've seen across the
country" happen for people who take it. I mean think of how many times you ve walked into a room in your
house, you got there and you said to yourself, "What am I doing here?" How many times have you misplaced
the car keys? Or, how many times have you gone through the embarrassing experience of meeting someone,
you re being introduced right now someone from a friend, you meet them, by the tie your hands part the
name falls to the floor.

Happens all the time.

re all having problems with memory today. It' s not our fault. We have an innate abilty to have an
awesome memory. All we have to do is feed our brain the nutrients it' s starving for to enhance energy
production. And Focus Factor supplies those nutrients. And you have an opportunity to try this product and
experience what it can do for you firsthand.

So it' s kind of like memory in a bottle.

Exactly.

Folks , it has science behind it. It' s recommended by doctors, parents, kids who say they can focus and concentrate
better, seniors can benefit enormously.. .if you re in business, this is a must. A remarkable scientific breakthrough.
The first of its kind. And Dr. Kyl Smith, thank you very much for coming on the program, being our guest and
bringing us this information. I know you re a very busy man and we wish you all the best with Focus Factor.
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Thank you Bil. I' ve enjoyed it.

Folks, we re simply out of time. I'd like to than our engineer; Jon, today for all of his help and assistnce. And

defmitely thanks to all of you for makng this, once again, one of the most popular health and well-being programs in

the countr re on over 200 radio stations from coast-to-coastand it's all because of you. Thankyou very much

and we look forward to talking with you again very soon right here on the VitalBasics radio program. Til then, take

care and God Bless. 

--..-----

CT A copy: Hi, this is Bil Begley. If you would like more information aboutF ocus Factor the supplement that

supercharges your brain, please call toll-free: 1-800- . That's 1-800-

For over 5 years , Focus Factor has been available only through doctor s offces. But thanks to a special arrangement

with Dr. Kyl Smith, you can now get on a 30-day risk. freetral direct from the Creative Health Institute. Mention the

VitalBasics radio program when you order, and you can even get a 30-day supply absolutely free.

Focus Factor is effective, all-mitual, and guaranteed to give you noticeable results 
quickly or your money back.

There are two formulas: the berr-flavored chewables for children.. and the easy-to-swal1ow tablets for grown-ups.

Call now and be sure to ask about the doctor s special offer. It' s 1-800- . That' s 1-800-
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Focus Factor radio infomerdal..Leisa...version 2..7/10/00 SHovJ =*+SO 

Hi and welcome to the VitalBasics radio program. I'm Leisa Hart.

Me you under a lot of stress trng to juggle work and your family? Do you sometimes have mood swings or

trouble remembering things? Or maybe your child has behavior problems or learing difficulties. W en, listen up,

folks. We re going to discuss a revolutionary breaktough that is literally sweeping the nation: It' s helping

countless people of all ages get back their mental edge. My guest today is Dr. Kyl Smith, founder and president of

the Creative Health Institute in Texas. He s a recognized expert in the field of nutrtion, pediatrcs and anti-agig.

s Vice president of Education at the Texas Integrative Practitioner s Association-it' s a non-profit agency

whose members include Medical Doctors andaltemative health practitioners. He sbeen Senior Advisor of 

Research 'and Development for several maj or health care and phanaceutical companies. And what brings us to

today s topic is he has conducted thousands of hours ()f research to create this new breakthrough called 
Focu

Factor. Dr. Smith, we have so much to talk about.. . and I am so glad to have you on the Vita/Basics program.

Thank you. I' m honored to be here.

Ths is an incredible story, And I want us to start at the very beginning. Tell us about what inspired you to create
Focus Factor?

It all started really when I just graduated out of my internship and I was creating my own practice. You
see, every day it seemed patients were coming in with a similar question. They d say, Doctor, I am tired and

fatigued all the time. I feel mentally foggy. Is there anything that' s natural and that' s good for me that's gonna

boost my energy levels? Or they d say something similar like Y'know , my son has problems with attentiveness

in schooL He can t focus and concentrate, and it' s affecting his academic performance. Or .. .or the best one:

the wife would say, Hey, my husband comes Iwmefrom work and he s drained. He s irritable, he has mood

swings... sjust, it' s like his batteries in his brain are drained at the end of the day. Is there anything that we

can do to boost his energy levels and get rid of those mood swings? 
Well, the problem was, these questions,

these constant questions, got under my skin because I was suffering with the same thing. I mean, was that

guy waking up in the morning and drinking coffee just to try to .feel good, and I was drinking some kind of

caffeine in the afternoon just to try to stay awake. And I felt guilty because I didn t have a good answer. So

what did I do? I wentto other physicians and I asked them, Hey, what do you say when your patients ask this

question? Did I miss something? And they didn t have a good answer, either. They d say something like,

well cut your caffeine consumption out. I'm thinking to myself, well, that s why we re drinkin!! caffeine! 

feel tired in the first place, right? So I looked for a solution, and ultimately this led me to do a medical and
nutritional research search of all the nutritional information that' s out there...regarding nutrition and the

brain. This search resulted in the first technology that we put into Focus Factor. Prett soon I was picked

up by a pharmaceutical company that asked me to create a product specific for kids to enhance brain

functi(m to increase focus and concentration. Well, this product was an outlandish success. And I'D never

forget this one lecture that they sent me out to across the country. This lady stood up-and I'm tellng you

this because this is a moment that really changed my lie-this lady stood up and she said, Dr. Smith, the

thing that touches me about Focus Factor is what it' s done to my son s life. You see, before Focus Factor, my

son was the boy at school thai 110 one wanted to play with. He would throw temper talltrums and disrupt class 
he didn t get his way. After week of taking Focus Factor, his teacher wrote a note home that said, ' what are

you doing diferellt? Your son is sitting still, finis/ling his work in class... And the mom said this: The tilng

that is most impressive is I'm watcllng his selfesteem grow. 
Well, Leisa...as she s crying, I'm sitting there

trying to fight back tears and I'm saying to myself This is a mission. ve got children suffering with this

today. We ve got adults and senior citizens with problems with focus and concentration, and this can have a

profound negative effect on our life. Somewhere along the line I picked up the saying, In order to do really

good in life, you ve got to feel really good. And that' s what Focus Factor is all about. 

Now, as I hear you saying this , it's a picture I see everyone that I'm relating to as you re saying these.. . know

inability to focus... and then you re talking about the mother saying she s having her child on Focus Factor. I've

got family members, I've got myself , everyone that can relate to this...

Exactly.
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Now tell me what is the principle behind Focus Factor?

There are really 2 underlying principles. Number l...andthis might seem simple on the surface but it'
really important. We ve gotta make up for the nutrition that' s lacking in our diet today. You see, it'
virtually impossible to come out of the ,grocery store with nutritious food today. Most everything in our
cart, even if we re trying to avoid junk food, has been processed. Like refined sugar, refined flour... We
gotta realize that most of the nutrients in our food have beenmiUed and rermed out. This means we
fIling our body with foods that are void of nutrition. What does this mean to us in real life? It means we

ke up in the morning and we feel lousy . We ve slept 8 hours but we stil feel fatigued and lethargic. You
try to hit that 'snooze ' button to get another 10 minutes of sleep, like that' s going to make a difference.
Then you go to work and you feel irritable. You can t get much done. You come home and you feel
mentally drained. So the first principle... ve gotta make up for what' s missing in our diets. The second
principle... this is really profound and this is the technology behind Focus Factor: Is there are specifc
nutrients that f ed the brain s abilty to create mental energy. If these specific nutrients are missing in our
diet, or the multi-vitamin that w happen to pick, we ll never feel an increase of energy. We can be taking a
multi-vitamin and stillfeel sluggish and lethargic. Focus Factor makes up for that by supplying the specific
nutrients the brain uses for energy production.

Now with thatin mind, we ve got a fonnula for kids and a fonnula for adults , right?

Right.

Now tell me this, in your experience, do you see improvements in kids ' school work?

Absolutely. We ve even seen dramatic improvements in academic performance. And let me give you an
example. A child that comes to mind, his name is Brian. He s the son of a doctor in my area that' s a huge
advocate of Focus Factor, probably because of this, y know,/this result in his own life. Brian was a chid
that was kicked out of no less than 4 schools. He would not respond to his parents or any kind of authority
outside like, like principals or teachers. After being on Focus Factor, in one year he was on the honor
roll...and two years later he graduated from high school with honors. Now, the most impressive thing to me
is not the academic performance...and let me say, that' s an extraordinary result. That doesn t happen in
every case. But to me the most impressive thing isn t the better grades. What' s impressive is the fact that
Brian s self-esteem went up. He feels better about himself. He communicates with his parents, with peers,
with authority figur s like teachers even better. And as a result, he, in my opinion s gonna accomplish more
in life. Instead of graduating as that child that feels like a failure, he graduated with quite an achievement
and feels better about himself. That, to me, is the magic and the difference that feeding the brain, feeding
the batteries in our brain and recharging them, can do.

So how about home-schooling? It seems like Focus Factor could really be a benefit because at home there s a lot
of distractions, there s alot of challenges.

True. I think you re correct. And one of the things that I've noticed about home-schoolers as I travel aCI:OSS

the country and do lectures, it seems that many of the lectures are filled with parents that have chosen to 
home schooling. And it' s my perception that these parents are more attuned to what' s going on in their
child' s lie. It's like they ve taken responsibilty for what' s going on in their education, and they re very
interested in what they can do nutritionally to help boost their child' s performance. And the most common
story that these home-schoolers tell me is, with Focus Factor, their child accomplishes more in less time with
energy tospare... to go play and do the things they might want to do. So it' s neat. They can be right there
with their children and they see first-hand the experience of feeding the brain.

. I have with me now Anita Sohn. Anita is a school administrator, and she put her whole class on this amazing

product. Anita, can you tell us why you did that and what happened?
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Anita: Surely. We were having such great challenges with kids being able to focus and being able to
actually sit stil and concentrate and do theirwork. And a year earlier, or previously to that time both my
children had gone on the Focus Factor. And we had seen such a marked diference, when the parents would
come and say, 'what can we do about this?' then I would start to tell them

, '

Okay, this is what I would do in
this situation. And it couldn t hurt, it can oldy help..try it.' So they started, one by one, each child started
testing out the Focus Factor. And, as a result, my entire class went on the Focus Factor. We have
just.. ve had a wonderful tie on it. 
And what you found was that in many cases the kids seemed more attentive , they got better grades some of them?

Anita: Definitely.

That'sjust an unbelievable story. So they were really aware of the difference it makes. They can feel it.

Anita: They were very aware of it. Now, I've been on the Focus'Factor personally myself for 2 years. When
I got on it and started finding the difference that the supplement makes on a daily basis..not just when 1
need it. I am..I alt the most awesome woman on Focus Factor, as well as my children.

So it would be safe to say that you re trly a believer in this product.

Anita: Oh, very safe to say.

Well, Anita, it has really been a pleasure talking to you. Thank you so much forbeing with us today.

Anita: Thank you. Bye-bye.

re going to take a quick break. Coming up you ll hear from some doctors who recommend Focus factor to
their patients. Right now it' s your chance to call our toll-free telephone number so you can get a 30-day risk-free
tral of Focus Factor. We ll be right back with Dr. Kyl Smith on the VitalBasics radio program.

CTA #1

Welcome back to the VitaIBasics radio program. I'm Leisa Hart with special guest Dr. Kyl Smith, creator of
Focus Factor. It staed out as a supplement to help kids with learning and behavior challenges...but Doctor, you

say that men and women got a hold of this stuff and they love it, too...

Well that's right, Leisa. The original formula for Focus Factor was a chewable for kids. But the interesting
thing that happened was... the product would go into the typical household. The child ould come home
from school and say, Mom, I had a great day! I aced my test and Ifinished my homework before I got home!
And the mom would notice that the child is less irritable...she can connect with him better. And then, of
course, the mom started saying to herself, Well, I need this stuff too. . I need to have a better day. lneed to get
more accomplished, and I certainly could use a lif in my mood. This product went out into the field and it is
an outlandish success. Because us adults realize that we need a mental boost...a natural mental boost every
day.

So that how you mow whether a supplement really works. So it starts with the moms are giving it to the
children.. .the children ar perfonning wonderfully. And they rekind oflike I need this stuff my husband needs
this stuff..

Right.

Imow, frends are telling friends. School teachers are tellng the parents about it. And then doctors are
tellng their patients.. you need to try this stuff I can t thin of a single person on this planet that would not

benefit from this...

It' s true.
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I mea.n, men, women, young old, children, seniors, everybody...

That' s true.

It is fantastic. (edit) Now, earlier this week we spoke with several people who say Focus Factor has dramatically
improved their quality of life. So if you or anyone in your family-a.nyone you know-could use some help with
mood, energy, memory.. :y lmow just clearng out those mental cobwebs, you need to listen to this:

Silke Jones: My name is Silke Jones and I have been taking Focus Factor for about six months. The reason
I started taking Focus Factor was because of the product benefits. It helps eliIDnate mood swings. That it
gives you a little pick-up, so to speak, during the day to where you don t get the doldrums in the afternoon.
That really got my attention because that is m right there. I've attributed a lot of mood swngs or
depression here and there, you know, to just the age I'm going through right now , you know being a woman.
So when I started taking Focus Factor, I was just surprised bow quickly I felt a difference. It was amazing.
I notice right away when I don t take Focus Factor. It' s hard to describe. You just have to try it. And
everybody I' ve talked to that I've recommended it to has said the same thing.

Kristin Rister-Wheatley: My name is Kristen and since I've been taking Focus Factor Ihave gotten
tremendous results. I have more energy. I have a more stabilzed mood. I feel like my brain functions
better. I am on top of my game. Everyone knows that women, especially women, go through mood swings
especially during certain times of the month, certain times of their cycle, and I have noticed that my mood
swings are not the higbs and lows that they used to be. I am a much more steady, calm person. I think it'
very important that parents try Focus Factor with their children. Personally, it made a dramatic difference,
in my daughter s performance the way she felt in school-the way she d concentrate. I've shared it with my I
friends. I've shared it with my family. They, everyone feels the same way. We all love Focus Factor.

Dr. Smith, did you have any idea when you were creatig Focus Factor that it would have this kid of effect on so
may people's lives? I
I had no idea. Realie from a technical standpoint I created the product to enhance focus, concentration
and memory...and even boost emotions like feeling better with a better mental state, mental attitude. I
never expected, though, the real-world 'examples that come from people taking Focus Factor. I'm always

surprised... I'll never forget, this one lady came up to me during fiming a television program...she was an
elderly lady...and she said Dr. Smith, I have to tellya...before Focus Factor, my husband was the most
irritable, cantankerous man you ve ever met in your life. But after Focus Factor, we cut off the television now.
We go on walks. I can get him to garden with me. We do hobbies like we used to. It's like I've got myoid
sweetheart back. 

, that' s wonderful. Imagine if she coulda had Focus Factor a long time ago.. .but better late than never.

Exactly.

I'm sure she was just elated.

Dr. Smith, in .your experience how quickly does it take to work?

Well I generally tell people 10 days. Take Focus Factor consistently for 10 days. Butwhat' s really common
is the fact that you re gonna notice a difference the first day you take it. I say 10 days to be conservative. I
don t want anyone to be disappointed. And the thing that I always point out is there are absolutely no
stimulants in Focus Factor. There s no caffeine. As a matter of fact, it's the nutrients that our brian needs
for energy production so it's the best way we can supplement our diet and support our brain: which is
obviously the most important organ in the body.
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Now, for people out there are seniors today, what's this going to do for them?

. Well, the most common thing seniors say, is they fe llike they recaptured that energy that they had when
they were younger. I mean, Focus Factor literally puts that spark back in their lifewhere they feel like

ng more. And let' s talk about memory if we can. Because, again, like I say, seniors worry about their
memory many times. I think the whole world, espechdly.. .Iet' s just take this country.. .are suffering with
memory problems. You ve got children at school with problems focusing and concentrating and learning.
You ve got adults, you ve got seniors. Now think about this: How many times have you been introduced to
somebody...and, or let's say the person listening s been introduced to somebody...and by the time their
handshake breaks their name falls to the floor. Or you go to the grocery store. And mik's on your list.
You come home, you got 10 items...but no mik.

Where did the milk go?

Well, the bottom line is, we re all suffering with memory problems many times, if we ll be honest. It impairs
our abilty yo learn. For professionals it impairs their abilty to provide a great living because, if they can
learn new tasks, chances are they re not performing to their optimal capacity. It affects kids, and believe

me it affects your self-esteem. Focus Factor provides the nutrients necessary to enhance memory, which is a
blessing to all of us.

And folks listening, do you remember what the doctor s name is? Alittletest. It' s Dr. Kyl Smith. I'm Leisa Har.
You may have already forgotten that. But the infonnation is there... we just need something to help us get it out.

Everybody has a natural abilty to have an awesome memory. You just have to have it released. And Focus
Factor provides the nutrients that' s going to literally allow you to learn new tasks and access old memories.

Okay let's listen to what some doctors are saying about Focus Factor. First we ll hear from Dr. Sean
Sieracki...and then from Dr. Jim Van Meter. Now, these are doctors who recommend Focus Factor to their
patients. Let's roll the tape. 
Dr. Shawn Sieracki: I first heard about Focus Factor about ...a year and a half ago Dr. Kyl Smith
introduced it to me at a seminar. And he passed out a few of the Focus Factor tablets, and from that point
on I've been hooked on Focus Factor. It helps calm the mind. And it enhances brain function. That is
what I am finding it' doing for women, men, and children as well. It' s an excellent product just to help
enhance the brain function. I believe that Focus Factor is the very best brain support product on the
market. Focus Factor helps children or adults with mental fatigne...poor focus and irritabilty... il helps to
keep that under control. I believe Focus Factor is the best supplement on the market for memoty control
and memory function-not just with children, not just with adults, and not just with seniors...it hits all ages

, and it gives all ages the right amount of nutrients for the brain.

Dr. Jim Van Meter: This is Dr. Jim Van Meter. Every time I ever research anything, I always try the
product on myself. Number one, if! can t be convinced that it' s a benefit to me, why in the world would I
ever give it to anyone else? My son has been on it, my daughter s been on it, my son-in-Iaw s been on

it...um...everyone in my family is on Focus Factor. It also has essential amino acids and things that are also
in here that stimulate the brain to make the brain think, focus and r cover facts numbers, words
definitions, etcetera. Where normal multi-vitamins and mineral has nothing to do with it and can ever
turn your brain on to thinking. It' s a product that everyone can trust, and be wonderfully happy that they
are giving their children and their family the very best that can be given to them to be able to achieve every
goal they set out for.

So there you have just a few of the many doctors who recommend Focus Factor to their patients. Now, Dr. Smith
there are obviously thousands and thousands of supplements out on the market today. Out of all those products
what is is about Focus Factor that is getting all this attention?
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ve got this wonderful grass roots thing going on in doctor s practices and in familes across the country.
And I think it' s because Focus Factor works. I mean, think of how lDany times people take a vitamin or
nutritional supplement and they absolutely do not notice any difference in their health, their mental clarity,
or anything. Focus Factor very rapidly feeds the brain so you feel like you ve got better attentiveness.

Increased focus, concentration, increased memory...better mood, y laow what I mean? A better spirit
about you. 

Does that just tu a light on for them?

That' s a great example. Kinda like turning a light bulb on. I think a lot of people, at least in my practice,
feel like the light above their head when it lights up when they get an idea, like in a cartoon, is a dull light.
With Focus Factor you get a bright light above your head. 
Well I'll tell you what , I'd like that bright light all the time. We regoing to take another quick break here. Folks
now you can tr Focus Factor for yourself.absolutely risk-free. Even the call is free. The telephone number

coming up. I'm Leisa Har, aildyou re listening to the Vita/Basics radio program.

CTA #2

Welcome back everyone. Leisa Hart talking with Dr. Kyl Smith about 
Focus Factor... groundbreakig new

supplement that helps improve your mental edge. Doctor, for people just tuning in, give us a quickre-cap of the
concept behind Focus Factor and why our listeners should choose this overall the other supplements out there.

Well, Leisa, the concept is simple. Today people are waking up feeling lethargic, they lack energy, they

experience mood swings and irritabilty, lack offocus...because, quite frankly, our diets are just not
providing the brain-supporting nutrients that we need toreel great. So I designed Focus Factor to help both
adults andchildren supplement their diet

...

add those brah -supportingnutrients back to the diet...what I

never imagined, though, is the stories that come from this product. I mean, lcreated it to increase focus
concentration and memory. The stories that come back, though, are higher self-esteem. Parents feel like
they re better parents because they go to work, they get more done in less time, they come home with energy
to spare that they can give their children and their spouse. The stories are just wonderful, life-changing
experiences and it' s caused me to realie that we all need to support the most important organ in our
body...and obviously, that' our brain.

And you re going to feel this prett quickly, right?

Typical person says that they notice a difference in how they feel within just 1 to 10 days.

Absolutely fantastic.

Texas Reptestimonial: Now, it' s my great honor and pleasure to have with me on the phone Representative Rick
Green. He s a member of the House of Representatives in the state of Texas, an attorney, business owner and

father of a two children. Obviously a very busy man. Representative Green, thank you for joining us.

Glad to be here, thanks for having me.

Now what' s your story with Focus Factor?
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Well, you basically listed the reasons 1 waS looking for something like Focus Factor. I was elected 2 years
ago, and in our Texas legislature we meet for 140 days and we cover 6,000 bils in that short time frame, and
tryng to juggle that and practice law and run a business and spend time with my boys is not an easy thing
to do, and I'm used to managing all of those different things but just being stressed out aU the time , and not

lIy enjoying the time that you do get with the family and 1 wanted something that wouldn t just affect me
physically..1 mean, I' ve had vitamins before that I could tell a physical difference...but with this product 1
was looking for something that would give me the mental clarity to deal with all these different tasks at the
same time..and that' s what 1 had been told about Focus Factor..started taking it about a year ago and
found that was exactly the results. 1 felt a major difference in being able to manage diferent tasks, and
focus on that task instead of, y know, how you..you d be at lunch with one person meeting on one thing,
your mind's wandering off on aU these other things you re supposed to be doing. Taking this product made
a signicant difference to where those things wouldn t happen. 1 mean, 1 could..whatever the task at hand
was, 1 cOtlld concentrate on getting that done knowing I had these other things to deal with...

Sounds to roe like you ve given a whole new definition to the term multi tasking.

(laughs) If there s a multi..multi-tasking, then that would fit.

Do you feel like your family has benefited as well

Well, niy 4 year-old has been taking the chewable vitamin, which...1 took the chewable Focus Factor for
awhile myself before 1 got on the adult Focus Factor. And the great thing about it is, we ve always tried to
get him to take a vitamin of some kind, and when Dr. Smith came out with Focus Factor it was the only one
that he ll say, 'I want to take my vities!'

So he likes the taste;

Helikes the taste, so that' s a signifcant advantage over most of the products that are out there.

What would you say to our listeners who might stil be skeptical about Focus Factor?

Well, 1 think, um, being someone..y know, personally I've always been interested in taking supplements and.
vitamins and those kinds of things, so it was a lot easier, um, for me to make the decision to try something
that 1 thought was gonna help what 1 was looking for. A lot of times we spend money on something that'
supposed to be doing all these great things but you never feel it, you never notice if it did. With Focus
Factor you re going to actually know that there s something different in the way that you are operating as a
human being. Your brain s working better, your body s feeling better. 1 mean, with a product like that,
what have you got to lose?

And your experence has been that it's really changed your life , helped your family, it' s been great for your kids.
Sounds like it's been great for you. 
And let me tell you, I can tell when I don take it.

That's always an important test of a supplement. If you feel a difference when you don take it!

Right.

Well , Representative Green, thank you so much for coming on the program today. I know you re very busy and
we appreciate your time.

all have a great one.

re almost out of time. This is your chance for any final words to our listeners. Anything you want to say
before you go?
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Well Leisa, Focus Factor is so important to me...I wouldn t start a day without it. I wouldn t let my faJny
go without it. I wouldn t imagine letting my little girl go through life without the nutrients she needs for a
great day so she can focus and concentrate and feel good about herself. But maybe the most profound thing
is what this does in als() adults ' and senior citiens ' lives. Senior citizens who felt like they don t have that
mental spark...they ve got that spark back that they used to have whenthey were younger. People who feel
like they re going through a drudgery, a treadmil every day of feeling lethargic and not gettng anything
done. They re reaching for caffeine and candy to try and mentally stimulate themselves,- which, of course,
doesn t work. Focus Factor feeds the brain so you literaUy have that energy back so you feel like you can do
more in less time and come home with energy to spare and spend that wonderful energy and time with your
famiy. 

. . 

Dr. Kyl Smith...thallk you so much for being my guest today here on VitalBasics.

Thank you. so much, Leisa. I've enjoyed it.

Well, folks, we re out of time; I'm Leisa Hart. Thank you for joining us on the VitalBasics radio program.

------

CTA copy: . If you would like more information about Focus Factor the supplement that supercharges your
brain, please call toll-free: 1-'800- . That's 1-800-

For over 5 years, Focus Factor has been available for men, women, children and seniors only though doctor
offices. Butthank to a special aIangement with Dr. Kyl Smith, you cannow get on a 30-day risk-free tral direct
from the Creative Health Institute, Mention the VitalBasics radio program and when you order you can even get a 
30-day supply absolutely free.

Focu Factor is effective, all-natural , and guaranteed to give )jou noticeable results quickly or your money back.
And you don have to buy a separate multi-vitamin because all the essential nutrents you need are in this product.
There are two foriulas: the berr-flavored chewables for children.. .and the easy-to-swallow tablets for grown":
ups.

Call now and be sure to ask about the doctor s special offer. It' s 1-800- . That' s 1-800-
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Focus Factor TV Show "Bill' s Case Studies" transcript-AprilI9 2001

Openin,g disclaimer: The following is a paid program for Focus Factor, brought to you by Vitalbasics.
IMPORTANT NOTICE TO CONSUMERS

TilS PRODUCT IS A DIETARY SUPPLEMENT. IT NUTRITIONALLY SUPPORTS NORMAL BRA FUCTION.

IT IS NOT A TRATMENT FOR DISEASE. This product is not intended to treat attention deficit byperattivity disorder or any

other mental ilness. If you or your child suffer from mental ilness
, consult a physicia for proper tteatment.

Title Screen up: "Brain Starvation

Karen Newton: I kept thinking, it' s just approaching middle age. I couldn' t sit down and watch a TV show or read a

book without falling asleep. Because I was just so tired.
Lois Miller: I didn t think of it asbrain staration. I thought of it as loss of energy.. . older age. ..being able to keep up.

Anthony Lazzaro: The most importnt part of your body is your brain.' A lot of people forget to fet:d their brain theproper food. 
Barbara Clemente: Actually I went to a doctor and said

, "

I'm tired all the time. I can t concentrte. I'm forgettng

words;" And he told me this was normai'-- that this was aging and that I should just get used to it.

. Cheryl Lee: When a 7 year-'old is concerned about his acceptance in class and feeling good about 
himself and not

having any fTends.. . and beirigseparated from his frends in the lunch room, that, to me , is more of a concer than just

being an active young boy. 
Tom Newton: There s so many things about the brain that we don t understand. ..

Susette O' Neal: It' s very importnt that you feed your brain-this is the thing that's going to car you through the

next 50 or 60 years.

Bil: Welcome to the Vitalbasics Health Show. These people and rrilionsjust like them have made a shocking

discovery. Despite the abundance offood in this countr, despite the fitness craze, people stil feel tied and mentally

drained. Several months ago on this program we intervewed a learing expert in nutrtion who is generating

controversy with his assertion that there s a nationwide epidemic c1illed"Brain Starvation" that affects men, women and

children alike in this countr. According to Dr. Kyl Smith, memory loss, poor concentration, mood swings and fatigue

are causing a dangerous drop in effectiveness in the workplace and a higher level of tension and even anger in the home.
He also introduced a new dietary supplement called Focus Factor that helps people with these every day problems

Dr.

Smith, welcome to the program again.

Dr. Smith: Thank you, Bil. Again, I'm very glad to be here.

Bil: What is brain starvation and what are the' signs we might have it?

Dr. Smith: . Brain starvation, basically, occurs to all of, I believe us on a daily basis when we fail to consume the

nutrents that our brain needs for optimal fuction. And the way we feel when this occurs is w feel sluggish and

lethargic. The problem is , if we were organically fanning in our backyard the frits and the vegetables and 
growing

poultr and cattle like they did in the early 1900' s in the backyard of the far, and we were producing the grain

products ourselves-'taking the raw wheat , grinding it up and making the bread-
we would have all the nutrents we

needed from our diet. But we don t live that way anymore. The way 
we live is we go to the supermarket and we buy

processed foods... the processed grain examples that we used, where literally the magnesium, the Vitamin B6 and other

neuro-factors have beenremoved from the grain and not added back after processing. Now, here s another key, we

humans have been manipulating our brain for years, our whole lives to tr to 
change how we fee1. A good example is

chocolate, caffeinated beverages , even candies and sugar wil alter brain chemistr and enhance 
neurotransmitters. The

problem isthey do it artificially.

Bil: But it' s not just you, you 1mow, Dr. Smith saying this. This is being widely reported in the mainstream press.
First one: Pain and fatigue are the two most common health related problems that cause people to seek help from their

health practitioners. Words they use to describe their condition include: exhaustion , lethargy, inability to sleep at night

combined with inability to stay awake during the day.
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Dr. Smith: Bad combination.

Bil: Another one and this was a headline in USA Today, it was a cover story on it. It said our lives are all crumpled
up with stress, multi-tasking, high expectations, lack of manners. Now we re amid a neW epidemic of anger, sometimes
deadl anger. Now that we lmow that this is serious problem, tell us, what is Focus Factor and what does it do?

Dr. Smith: FocuS Factor fills that huge gap ofniltrents that's missing fromevery one of our diets. In other words, it

helps to ensure that we consume the nutrents we need every day for healthy and optimal fuction for both the brain and

the body. But Focus Factor actully goes one step beyond that. Focus Factor fills that gap with nutrients that have been
shown in science to be some ofthe best quality, both natualingredients.. .ingredients that have a high absorption in the
human body. Ths is very importnt. If we want t6 make an impact on our health, we need to consume natual
ingredients and ingredients that are very absorbable to the body.

Bil: Recently we took our cameras out across the countr. We went from the east coast to the westcoastand back

again to find out how brain staation affects people on a day to day basis, and how Focus Factor helps them get back to
a norml productive lifestyle. Our first stop was Cleveland, Ohio and this highlights the fact that Focus Factor really is
a supplement for the whole family. Tom Newton is the Midwest regional promotion s manager for Electra Records.
His wife Karen is a medical transcriptionist and they have two school age daughters, Katie and Jackie. Take a look...

Newton family testimonial:
Tom Newton: One of things that really brought it home for me was, my boss called me 6utona conference call and
asked me a question. It was a simple question. And I wasn t paying attention. And

, y

lmow, in front of all your peers
you re like what was the question? (laughsj... and you just kind of see your career slowly slipping away.
Karen Newton: I'd find myself dozing off at the movie theatre because I was tired. But I thought, I have too much on .
my plate, I need more help at home.. .1' d be just yelling at the kids-they need to help me more and he needs to help
me-and. . .so yeah, I was just running on empty for a couple of years there.
Tom/aren Newton: Karen: One morning Ijust woke up and literally I felt good. And Ithought, this has got to be

Focus Factor working. Tom: Did you ever notice the difference in your mood from a Monday morning to a Friday
afternoon? Well , I remember distinctly the first time I took it, because it was a: Monday morning, and I remember
taking the Focus Factor-doing my shower and all that. And then when I actully got to my offce, it was like All

right! 1feellike Friday afternoon for some reason! I couldn t figure that out. But, that wasthe beginnng, and that's
the kind of feeling I had a continue to have. 
Karen Newton: You just find, like, that you re in a better mood, you have more enthusiasm, you have more patience.
It just gets the cobwebs out and everyhing. You make, the most of your day.
Katie Newton: When I'm on soccer field and taking Focus Factor! feel more confident and alert and energetic.
Jackie Newton: I have to get up and go to school every day. I have homework every day. I work almost ever day.

And Focus Factor just gives me enough energy to go on with my life , like, with a little bit more energy and not as tired
as I used to be.

Bil: (Wonder Women introduction): One of the real tests of a product is how quickly the word gets around about it.
If everybody s talking about something, it must be prett good... and by all accounts, a lot of people are talking about
Focus Factor, as in this next clip. Lois Miler is a professional real estate broker.in Marland, and she was feeling the
effects of "brain starvation." Focus Factor worked so well for her, that she immediately gave SOme to her nieces.
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Lois Miler: My ability to concentrate was... was non-existent. Practically non-existent. My focus was just horrble. 

had very bad moods, and my energy level was drained.
- Lois Miller: I was seriously considerng retirng.

Bridgett Steele: It's frstratig to not be able to take charge of how I feel. For example, late afternoon when I don

feel like doing my work. I fought through it.. J worked through it. Butin hindsight, it' s frstrating because r wasted so

much time.
Coralie Miler: I was having areal problem with my energy level. Coming up on my43

rd birhday Ijust figued I'm

gettng old and I just can t keep this pace up anymore. .
Lois Miler: I heard about FocusFactor on Coast-to-Coast Radio. And it was, like I said, I was in my bed that

rilOming. I was so tired Iwas thinkng about not going in to work. And I heard about Focus Factor and r said, I think I

just have to order it.
Bridgett Steele: As a family, we exercise together a tremendous amount. We walk the dogs, we ru together, we

perform all kinds of outdoor activities, and Focus Factor has been incorporated into that very busy, active life.
Coralie Miller: One of the things you do when you are not able to focus is to stop and grab a snack or something to
keep your energy level up. The side result is I'm finding it very easy to maintain not eating the office snacks and
thereby keeping my weight off.
Lois Miler: Since taking Focus Factor, my memory is better, my concentration is better, my energy level is better. My

ability to cope is better. My ability to endure.. .my endurance is better. 
Bridgett Steele: By the end of the week I think you, as well as those around you, would notice that you can concentrate

more-you can block things that would otherse be distracting, out. Impediments that kept you from performing

efficiently are gone, because you somehow find the ability to focus on what you re doing. And your attention to detailwill improve dramatically. 
Coralie Miler: Of what I know, 3 different people-my aunt, my cousin, and myself-have tred it with 3 totally

different body chemistries and have all , in our own way, had very successful results.

Bil: Can you talk a little bit about what's happening inthe brain in terms of when our brain s working at full capacity

and then when it's starng, as you say?

Dr. Smith: Absoilltely, the best way we can do this is to actually take a look inside the brain. As you travel inside the

brain you ll notice that tiny telephone lines called neurons carr nervt impulses. However, something unique happens.

No two neurons actually connect to each other. They re separated bya gap called the synapse. Now the way the brain

actully makes a connection is it makes a chemical connection with what's called a neurotransmitter. Neurotrnsmitters

are formed from the nutrents that we consume from the foods that we eat. So, in our comparison of two neurons you

see on the left side we have low production of neurotransmitters and on the right we have high production of
neurotrnsmitters. This correlates quite franky into how you feel. When production of neurotransmitters is high you

have a great day. You feel like yoU: can focus and concentrate on demand.

CTA #1 Bil: Folks, if you would like more information about Focus Factor. rfyou or your kids need help with focus

concentrtion, memory, energy or mood swings, please call the number at the bottom of you screen. Thank to a special

arrngement with Dr. Kyl Smith, you can now get on a 30-day risk free tral. Be sure to mention the Vital Basic

Health Show, andwhen you order you can even get a 30-day supply absolutely free. And we have a special bonus that
we did not have available the last time we had Dr. Smith on this program - he has produced a special video that explains
more about Focus Factor. This is such a remarkable, revolutionary dietary supplement, and it is so different from

anything else out there , this video explains how to take it properly, more information about the ingredients and some
fascinating facts on how it literally energizes your brain. This video is free with your order. Remember there are two

formulas - there are berr-flavored chewables for children and the easy to swallow tablets for adults.

(Vitalbasics Health Show transition)

Bil: Right now, we are going to find out a little more about brain starvation in some very simply everyday terms
through the foods that we re eating here. And Doctor Smith, you have some surprises for us.
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Dr. Smith: We can not assume today that we receive all the nutrents we need from our diet for optimal brain

function-for us to feel at our very best. Let' s star out with breakfast. Because of the way grain products an refined

. today in the millng process-from the grain to the refied flour; we can lose up to 90 percent of some nutrents. Let 

show you what that means to us. If you sta out with simple toast for breakfast, you re gonna have to eat 10 slices to

make up for the loss of nutrtion in your one or two slices. You can find this referenced in governent studies, so it's

valid informtion. Speaking of grain products.. .if we re looking at cereal (and Ilove cereal myself)... you d have to eat

10 servngs to make up for the nutrent losses in that cereal. Now, taking our example to lunch... using the same

information... there are nutrent losses in the luncheon meat and in the vegetables (as we re going to see). You dhave

to make three trple-dec er saIdwiches to make up forthe nutrent losses in these foods.

Bil: I hope you re hungr. That' s just incredible

Dr. Smith: Now, this is real information andit's not exaggerated. Notice we don t havejunk food up here...we don

have fast food. These are real foods.

Bil: yeah, these look like wholesome foods like we re supposed to eat every day.

Dr. Smith: Exactly. Let me give you a real strong example...as ifthese weren t strong already. In the case of

broccoli, asparagus and green beans, the American Medical Association Council on Food and Nutrtion, they state that

nutrent losses can be so severe in vegetables, that by the time they get from the far to the green grocer, they can lose

up to 90% of some nutrients. Now, these are what we call "fresh" vegetables. In the case of caned peas, you can lose

up to 75 percent of vitamis B5 and B6 which are both neuro nutrients-nutrents the brain uses. Let's brig it 
dinner. Taking all this information we put together, you re gonna have to eat 5 servngs of tomato sauce to make up for

that loss. And then we re back to our grain example-lO servngs of the pasta. Because offood storage and food
processing, there are losses of nutrents. And if you don t make up for that by takig a good quality nutrtional

supplement, like Focus Factor, youre gonna suffer. 
Bil: And folks, think about your own diet. Chances are you re not eating this healthy. Chances are youare sneaking

in a lot of junk food... fast food.. . that kind of thing. So Focus Factor becomes really an essential supplement. I want to
introduce to you right now a professional racecar drver named Anthony Lazzaro. Anthony is on the LeMans Series

which are races that last anywhere from three hours to twenty-four hours , and in his profession his mind, his brain is

literally going at 180 miles per hour. So, you can really imagine how focused and alert his brain has to be and how he
has to be. Now we caught up with him at a race in Sebring, Florida, and here s what he says about Focus Factor...

Anthony Lazzaro My career has been very, very good so far. I've won numerous championships in open-wheel cars.
I've won races in sports cars. To get the pole positions , to get the fastest race laps, to get the race wins; you need that

edge.. . and with Focus Factor I have that edge. Your reactions, and what you do in the race car-I mean, we

traveling at 180 miles per hour, we re making split second decisions-your reaction times are everyhing. And if you

not at the top of your game, and you re not mentally prepared for what you re about to do , you can get in big trouble.

Right now, I'm taking Focus Factor about 30-45 minutes before I get in the car. It'spart of my daily routine. A lot of

people watch their diets, they watch what they eat, they work out, they have different activities that they do for their

body, but a lot of people forget about the brain: Focus Factor is brain food. It' s what your brain needs to think more

clearly. Your brain s tellng your body what kind of energy level you re going to have. Focus Factor helps that. The

results speak for themselves.

Bil: Here s what I'm thinkg with Anthony s story, is that if Focus Factor works for someone like him who is under
incredible pressure. I mean he s going nearly 200 mph, I mean that's his job. He drves almost 200 mph for a living. I

can only imagine what it would do for the rest of us who aren t perhaps under that kind of pressure all the time.

Dr. Smith: Anthony has taken Focus Factor to extremes that we ll never have in our lives.
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Bil (AI Demitri introduction):
Al Demitr lives in Florida, and he plays golf almost every single day: He has a tremendous swing, and take a look at
thIs. ..

Al Demitri: I had frends who would come down from up north, from Ohio, and down here to Florida on vacation and

you stand there and you couldn' t maybe remember his fIrst name and here hewas a chumming buddy all the way
through high school; y lmow? And then, once I started taking Focus Factor, I noticed that names were easier...

I don t walk into a room and forget what 1 was going into the room for. And I had problems before. I focus more on

cars, where I'm a better and safer drver. The word "Focus" for golf is important as it is for anything. And when I

heard the words Focus Factor on the radio , it seemed like it would be something I would like to tr. My putting '

tremendous now. My drves are going almost 30 yards farher. There s not a member I don t play with-and I play

with over a hundred here-that can t vouch for that. I can only say that Focus Factor has done tremendous stuff for me.

I mean, just generally...1 don t lmow how to put it. I'm happy. You ever get so happy you re at a loss for words?

Bil (Susette O'Neal intro): We spoke with Susette O'Neal in San Diego. She has a young son named Eric who was

really havig a tough time focusing and staying on task. She says it was really a challenge for her and her husband.

But because of Focus Factor, there s a happy ending. Take a look...

Susette O'Neal: We have a lot of different things that we do in our lives that we take pride in, and one of those things

are our children. To me, there s nothing I wouldn' t do for my kid. I want them to have every advantage that they can

possibly have. Prior to him taking the product, the other kids made fu of him. Y' lmow, that really made him feel like

he..asn t good enough. But since he started taking that, now he can concentrate, he has confIdence , he s able to do the I ,

work, he s able to lear, ahdthat' s something 1 feel really good about because I didn' t thin he could do it before.

Really, you have to decide on what would you do to give your kid a better chance, better confIdence, and better ability? I

, I can t say enough about it. ,.how it took a frstrated family-mother and father-and now we arejust so happy. It'

like the burden s off our back now, so we have been telling everybody about Focus Factor. And I hope that other
people use it because it wil make a difference in your life and your child' s life.

CTA#2 Bil: And folks, I urge you to call right now and take advkntage of Dr. Kyl Smith' s special offer on Focus

Factor. You can get a 30-day supply today with your order absolutely free, and if you call right now, you ll also get his

new video. It explains more about Focus Factor, how to take it for best results , information about the ingredients and

additional ways you can get the most out of your brain to improve focus , memory, mood, concentration and energy.

There is a formula for kids and one for adults , and I really want to stress here that if you keep doing what you ve always

done, you re going to keep getting the same results. But this is your chance to do something different. To get your life
back on track at work; this is also for your kids, to help them build brighter minds; and to out frends watching right

now who are seniors , this can improve your quality oflife so dramatically. So, call now and tr Focus Factor. It's

guaranteed safe and effective or your money back, and be sure to ask about that special offer. 
If the line is busy, keep

tring, do make that call.

(Vitalbasics Health Show transition)

Bil: My guest is Dr. Kyl Srmth who is an expert in nutrtion, pediatrcs and anti-aging and the creator of Focus Factor.

We featued Dr. Smith on this program several months ago and the response has been nothing less than remarkable.

Now, Dr. Smith, for viewers who are just tuning in, can you briefly explain

, "

What is Focus Factor?" and "What is it

going to do for us?"

Dr. Smith: Focus Factor is basically nourishment for our brain, and what it does is it provides the nutrtional factors

that our brain needs to produce mental energy and neurotransmitters. Now what this means to us is Focus Factor
essentially supports optimal focus , concentration, and memory in adults, teens and seniors.

Bil: And, again, this is natural?

Dr. Smith: This is a natual product, yes.
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Bil (Barbara Clemente introduction): I want you to meet one more Focus Factor success story. This is Barbara
Clemente. She lives in Marland, and she s a health care consultant and also works with her husband in his accountingpractice. 
Barbara Clemente It was a very frstratig, hopeless situation, because I was in constant pursuit of trng to solve this

problem-trng to figure out why I was tired.. . why I couldn' t concentrate. .. why I couldn' t get more things done durg
the day. At that point in time I was under the impression that I was just getting older, and this was the way it was to be.
AlthoUgh we did tr every vitamin on the shelf-we pilaged the health food stores. I have yellow stickies everyhere. .
. On cabinets in the kitchen, all over my desk, on the mirror in my bathroom. I mean, it was just.. . how I was going to get
through was to post up what it was I was silpposed to do or what I needed to remember. On a scale of one to ten, Focus
Factor ha helped me at 15. I have energy, I can concentrate. I can do multiple things at the same time and not get
confued. I don t forget words anymore. The changes are amazing. We can spend more ime now with our 

grandchildren, as well as the rest of our family, because we re not so tired. I'mnot afraid of gettng older , now that I
have the Focus Factor. Because the decline was so great in tenn of energy and memory, that I thought, surely within a
couple years I will not remember anything, and be sitting in this chair, just sittng here. But now, the energy is back-
the abilty to go out and do thngs , stay up, keep all these balls in the air at the same time.

Bil: If you have a child who has trouble focusing and concentrating and you lmow that they're bright intellgent kids, I
want you to meet Cherl Leigh. Durng our road trp we went through Texas and visited Cheryl in herhome. We were
very moved by her story. Her son s name is Blake and he was having a lot of diffculty, even at home, and listen to
Cheryl and see if you can relate to her frstration.. . .
Cheryl Lee: It's a tremendous amount of strain and pressure. . .and just the guilt alone , as I mentioned earlier, can put a
lot of stress on any kind of family. And it wasn t just the school. I mean, we couldn t go anywhere as a family. We
didn t want to get sitters for him. .. we didn' t want to go anywhere, we didn t want to go on family vacations because we
were not sure at any point in time how Blake was going to react or respond to certin kind of other situations. So it
really- imprisoned" is a strong word, but it really imprisons your family until you understand what it is you re dealing
with. Focus Factor is part of our family now because it has transfonned my family into an environment that is joyfl
and peaceful and productive and smiling! About a week or ten days into Blake taking Focus Factor, he came home
from school and he had a really good day at school. He talked about his friends. He talked about feeling like he
belonged. Gettng asked to play on certain sports at school. And that's when I lmew we had our son back. And his life
has changed. He went from saying, "I have no frends , I don t want to go back to school, I don t even lmow why you
have a son like me... " to "Gosh, Mom, all the kids at school picked me first today, and I had so much fu today, and 
got to sit with all my friends at the lunch table." Those are words of joy to a mother.
Blake Lee: I feel very happy.. . and Ijust think I'm a good boy ,and a smart boy. 
Cheryl Lee: You want to believe in miracles, but you never really lmow. I mean.. . and I use the word miracle and I
mean that. I really had never believed that something so miraculous could happen so quickly. And I didn' t believe
there was something out there that could make such dramatic changes in Blake and in our lives. My son has been given
a second chance-and I feel like my prayers have been answered. 
Bil: That is a tremendous story. And you know what I noticed about that, you lmow, Blake is such a cute kid but when
you look into his eyes, you can really see that he s energetic , he s really focused now, and most importantly when it
comes to kids, he s really happy. So this really does help people all across the spectr - kids, men, women, baby

boomers certainly who are starting to feel the affects of getting older, and seniors, at that end of the spectrm.

Dr. Smith: Everyone benefits when they feed their brain.

Bil: And you have made an impact in my life as well and I want to talk about that a little bit. Because in our last
program folks, if you saw it, I told a story about this great big thick book that I picked up and read because I was taking
Focus Factory and it was about the American Revolution and I was able to remember all kinds of things. So I' ll tell you

. what, let's roll the clip....
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Bil from previous show: "I started reading this 400 page book... very dense, very dry.. . and what I found was, I'm

remembering everyhing virtally in this book. I'm remembering the names of British Lords and generals and dukes

and battle sites and chains of events that happened. This book literally came alive to me.. .not only as I was reading it
but after my comprehension was extrordinary.

Bil: And I have to say, since that program aired, things just seem to get better and better and better, it's sort of a
cumulative affect. Acouple of things that I notice. First of all, my memory just seems to keep getting better. And just

a very small example is, I was listening to talk radio the other day and someone mentioned a web address, and Internet
address, one time. I got into work the next morning, opened my computer, and I lmew that web address. It was right

there; So one thing I can do is visualize things better, which helps me to remember. The second big thing is
multitaskig. In the past, when I would get all different projects thrown at me at once, I would panic. Because it just
seemed so ovelWhehning. Since taking Focus Factor what I find is I can more calmly prioritize things. I can focus on

each task better, which means I get it done more quickly generally. And I can just get the projects done faster. So that

just eases all of that stress that normally would have come down on me.

Dr. Smith: That's great.

Bil: I want to thank you very much for coming back on the program todayandallowing us to share these drmatic
stories with you.

Dr. Smith: I thank you and I thank you for sharing your story.

CT A #3 Bil: We re simply out of time. If you d like more information about trng Focus Factor for yourself, it's a

30-dy risk free trial. If you or your kids need help with focus, concentration, memory, energy or mood swings, please f

call the nwrber at the bottom of your screen right now. Focus Factor s unique and natual blend of vitamins, mierals
botanicals and special cuttng edge nutrients, help to energize and revitalize tired brain cells. (cut to brain animation)
Let's go inside the brain to show you what happens. These are brain cells that need to be energized to keep you
mentally sharp. And these pulses of neurotransmitters are what fe d the cells their energy. On the left is sluggish
neurotrsmitter activity. On the right is energized activity. As you heard Dr. Smith say, when you feed your brain the
right nutrents, you natually energize it. Focus Factor feeds the brain in a big way. The 5 benefits most often reported
are better focus, memory, mood, concentration, and energy. way You ll feel refreshed, mentally sharp, alert, focused

and energetic and that's guaranteed or you get your money back. (back to Bil) So call, now and be sure to ask about the

Dr.'s special offer. If the line s busy, please keep tring, but do make that phone call. Thank for watching the Vital

Basics health program. I'm Bil Begley...take good care of yourself and God Bless.

Closing disclaimer: The preceding was a paid program for Focus Factor, brought to you by Vitalbasics.
IMPORTANT NOTICE TO CONSUMERS

TilS PRODUCT IS A DIETARY SUPPLEMENT. IT NUTRITIONALLY SUPPORTS NORM BRA FUCTION.
-IT IS NOT A TREATMENT FOR DISEASE. Ths product is not intended to treat attention deficit hyperactivity disorder or any
other mental ilness. If you or your child suffer from mental illness , consult a physician for proper treatment.
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Finally! A safe, easy and natural way to improve focus, 
memory, mood; concentration and energy. Focus Factor is a
superior natural supplement that enhances brainfunction. The
nutrients selected for this unique formula are absorbable, biologically
active , and the ingredients were chosen for their abilty to feed and
nourish the brain. These nutrients are combined with natural
antioxidants and plant extracts that protect and support
neurotransmitters (natural chemicals in the brain that support normal
mood , memory, and concentration). It can easily take the place of
your current multivitamin*

This revolutionary dietary supplement is perfect for the. whole family.

. Men and women feel more focused and alert throughout the
day.

. Women report relief from irritabilty and mood swings. 

. Seniors say they feel an improvement in memory, mental
clarity, and energy.

. Children and teens love the effect on focus and concentration. *

Focus Factor isnow available through Vital Basics with a 30..day
money back guarantee. Take advantage of our risk-free trial today...
and feel the difference when you "feed your brain!"

Special Offer
Call Now to Order

FOCUS FACTOR
Toll Free 1-800-207-7190

Copyrght 200B'Vitai Basics - Privacy POlicy

*Tbese statements hav not teen evaluated by the Food and Drug

:; I
dDJ ration Thi product is not intended to diagnose, treat,

. cure or prevent any disease.
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This document contains the following shortcuts:

Shortcut Text Internet Address

Special Offer http://ww.vitalbasics.comlorderf.asp

Privacy policy htt://ww.vitalbasics.comlffactor/ffactor -template.as#

http://ww.vitalbasics.comlffactor/ ffactor-template.asp
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Please choose the product that you would like to order and click the "Order Product"
button at the bottom of this page. If you would like to order multiple product, you wil
be given an opportnity to return . to this screen to place further orders after placingyour initial order. 

. .

Focus Factor Adult Formula
Adults and Children Over 80 - 100 Pounds
Each bottle contains 120 Tablets

, SPECIA OFFER - Buy 2, get t free! Save $74.
3 Bottles - only$149.90 plus $14.95 s/h

Focus Factor Adult
1 Bottle - $74.95 plus $9.95 s/h

Focus Factor Children s Chewables
Children Under 100 Pounds
Each bottle contains 120 Wafers

C SPECIA OFFER - Buy 2, get 1 free! Save $49.
3 Bottles - only $99.90 + $12.95 s/h

C Focus Factor Children
1 Bottle - $49.95 + $6.95 s/h

Are you taking advantage of our SPECIAL OFFERS?

Join the Vital Basics Customer Club to receive our products at the

guaranteed lowest prices. Plus, as a preferred customer, shipping and
handling are FREE after your fIrst order to save you even more! Vital
Basics wil cmtomatically send you 3 bottles for the price of2 to
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Factor Natural Pack radio infomercial FINAL EDIT...S/S/OJ

. .

Denise: Hi; I'm Denise Diamond. Welcome to The Vital Basics Health Show. If your sex life isn tas satisfying as it
used to be, our guest today says hehas some grouridbreaking new infonnation that may give you and your parer what
you need to re-ignite the spark in your relationship. 

ll talk about some of the prevailing myths about sex that often prevent couples from enjoying the intimacy that they
deserve. And he ll tell us about a new solution that is safe and easy.. . and is something you can use right now to improve

your Sex life.

Carlon Colker, M.D. is Medical Director and CEO of Peak Wellness in Greenwich, Connecticut. He s been practicing in
the health care field for over 20 years. In fact, he pioneered the first weBness clinic on the East Coast. He is an attending
physician at Beth Israel Medical Center in New York City, Greenwich Hospital in Greenwich, Connecticut, and

Stamford Hospital and St. Joseph' s Hospitalin Stamford , Connecticut. He is one of the most sought-after consultants in
the countr and has wrtten extensively about sexual health. We re very fortnate to have him on the program today. Dr.
Colker, thank you for joining us. 

. .

Thanks so much for having me.

It's very c!ear , very obvious that you ',re obvious y a very resp cted medical doctor. What sparked your .interest in sexuall
health? It ssort of a pathway that most doctors Ignore-they Just don t want to go there. 

Well, Denise, as a specialist in internal medicine, I've seen literally thousands of patients over the years for a
, whole variety ofreasons. These range from siinpleinfections and medical conditions-kind of like your sore
throat, your common cold-all the Way up to severe, even life-threatening ilnesses that require hospitalization.
Nonetheless-and this is really interesting-the single most co mon jssue among all of them are questions about
their sexual health 

if you ask. I should really add that, as impohantan issue as sexual health and function is to so
many people, they tend to shy away from this sribject-theytertd to be embarrassed about discussing it. And
would you believe that the physicians are no different? They re actually uncomfortable talking about this subject
with their own patients. And that' s almost a me.

When I think of my health, I think of the food that I eat, the exercise that I get. .. I don t necessarily think about how
. important having sex is as it relates to my health.

Well, this is such an important point because sex itself is healthy and that' s just a medical fact, We know that sex
is healthy and sex is so important to have. It' s important for your proper livelihood and your happiness. And if
you re not having good sex and your sexual health is not intact, then you almost have to wonder about what
you re missing.

It' s also common , don t you think. for people to blame themselves? It starts to feed into self-doubt and low self-esteem
and just sort of closing off to the world and your partner. It really is sort of the ' blame game ' don t you think? 

Oh yeah. The partner... he starts to develop a complex. It really damages the relationship, so much so-you see,
the issue is really physical, and that' s what people don t realize. And that's of course, a lot more positive. That'
where the...more than ever... these natural options come in to help you, and that's what we re here to talk
about...exciting breakthroughs like the V-Factor Natural Pack.

Is it true or is it not that your sex life goes downhill when you get older?

VB000277
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Well, there are issues related to aging that certainly can affect the level of sexual health. There s no question
about that, I don t think there s any denying that.. But if you re generally in good health, there s absolutely no
reason-no reason--why your level of sexual satisfaction can t be just as high as you get older-maybe even
better than when you were younger, and that' s what a lot of people don t realize. I mean, after all, you re older
and you have more' experience. In fact, just last week I got a call from a fellow in his late 60's that I began
actually treating for sexual health about three months ago. Just a little natural support using the V-Factor
Natural Pack to enhance his sexual response and function is all that was necessary to really revitalize his sexual
health. And I actually love this guy s quote. He told me, "Doc, I'm eternally grateful to you... andso is my wife.And that sort of sums it up. 
Well, of course, the women are involved in this as well , and so are the baby boomers. They re heading into their 50' s. 
We hear so much about this generation-they re that virile generation, they re that bullet-proof generation. But have you
seen an increase in boomers in your practice, and how much of a shock is it to them? 

Oh, absolutely. That' s a great point. Yes, more than any previous generation, these so-called baby
boomers...they want to remain healthy forever. That's their expectation. They re not going to climb
comfortably into the old rocking chair at too early an age. They re going to fight it kicking and screaming every
step of theway. They want to stay active and healthy until the end and I think that' s a great thing. And this
generation s proactive about their health, and that, of course, includes their sexual health. They re also becoming
well-educated about the natural options and that's what' s so exciting about the V-Factor Natural Pack. It really
fills that need.

ve talked about getting older and the baby boomers. Butwhat happens is, is that this can also at the same time affect
young people as well. I think that there s an irony there because in our society we think

, y

lmow, the young buck, he
just out there and no problem there. But nothing could be further from the truth. 

Yeah. Denise, I have patients coming to see me literally in their 20' s. So this is something that I think has a lot to
do with the new openness about this. But there was never really an avenue to go. And they may be the people
who really have the toughest time in terms of their confidence and self,.esteem. Whether you re young or old, the
point is you can take action and you can do something about it.

What do you think is the greatest breakthrough recently in this field? You were just saying the new openness. ..and I
would think that probal?ly it sjust been in the past 5 yearsthatthis topic has even been spoken about.. . aloud

, y

know.
People wouldn t even let this topic pass their lips.

It was taboo. It' s taboo. You re not supposed to talk about sex. Y' know, if the rule is that you re not supposed to
talk about sex, then you re really backed into a corner, and that' s unfortunate.

Let's talk about the breakthroughs that have come \vith this new openness. What do you think is the biggest
breakthrough recently'?

The idea that a simple substance that we call nitric oxide governs blood flow to the genitals-that' s really the most
striking medical breakthrough. In fact, the research proving this theory won the Nobel Prize, and that' s, of
course, nothing less than the most prestigious award in all of medicine and science. And that' s impressive. Of
course, this is one of the outstanding features of the V- Factor Natural Pack in that it utilzes an active natural
ingredient that' s been thoroughly tested and shown to increase levels of nitric oxide.

Tell me a little bit more about the V-Factor Natural Pack. I !mow it s a product you developed. There s science behind
it. A clinical trial behind it. Could you give us an overview of how it can help men who may feel inadequate sexually?

. Well, y know, I formulated the V-Factor Natural pack with ingredients that have been thoroughly tested and
they ve been shown to be safe and effective. The V- factor Natural Pack wil help you if your sex life is
unsatisfying, or if you just feel like your sex is going downhil-for men who feel like they ve lost the spark or the
sizzle in their sex life.
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I need to get this straight, for me and for our listeners as well. V-Factor s involved in production of this substance you
were jUst talking about-Nitrc oxide. Is that right?

Well, since increasing levels of nitric oxide cause blood vessels to dilate, there 's an increase in blood flow and
activity to the genitals. As you increase the circulation, you raise the level of function. As you promote the
function, you dramatically improve the sexual satisfaction. It' s that simple.

How does V-Factor compare with all those other products we re seeing out there? And again, that goes back to this new
openness there s beena rush to market for alot of products. Howdoes V-Factor set itself apar ITom the otherproducts? 
This is a great question. There certainly are quite a number of products out there. But one reaDy nice feature
about V-factor Natural Pack is that you don t need to take it every day. You just take it shortly before sexual
activity. And that' s a really important point. I should also point out that V-Factor contains a very precise
combination alidamount of ingredients that's designed to be very effective. . It' s like opening a combination lock.
That' s the example I like to use. If you don t have the right combination, you re never going to open the lock.
I've seeot4er formulas out there with similar ingredients , but either the levels are too low, or something s just
misSing from the formula altogether. With the V-Factor Natural Pack, you have a precise formula in which I've
personally chosen the ingredients and their levels with a great deal of care. So in my opinion, we really have the
thoroughbred of sexual health formulas here.

I need tomake sure that I have this absolutely correct, though. You just take this shortly before intimacy.. . and that's it'?
It' s that simple? You don t have to take it every day? 

It' s that simple. You only need to take the V-Factor Natural Pack shortly before intimacy, so this is not just
another multi-vitamin that's going to sit in your cupboard along with all the other vitamin C's and what not that
you have there that you forget to take half the time anyway. So lit's not going to be a burden. The V-Factor
Natural Pack is formulated and designed for a very specificpur!pose, and that purpose is enhancing sexualsatisfaction. 
What are the kind of results that a person can expect to see? I realize that the results wil vary ITom person to person...

WeD, that' s an excellent question. We know that the V-factor Natural Pack enhances the quality of the sexual
,response in men, since it' s been shown in a clinical trialto result in greater sexual satisfaction. And this has been
demonstrated clinically. So, of course, enhanced sexual response and function is the primary' objective, and that'
what' s been shown in our tests. But I don t want to forget the ultimate goal. See, all that science is great, but
remember, the one. thing that every man wants is a closer relationship, a happier couple, and all the benefits that
come along with a satisfying level of physical intimacy.

And every man deserves that.

Amen, And every woman, too.

Absolutely; Our guest today... Dr. CarlonColker. Some very exciting news for men who want to improve their sexual
satisfaction.. . and that of their parter. In just a moment, we re going to reveal the results of a recent clinical tral on the

Factor Natural Pack Some very exciting news for men who want to improve their sexual satisfaction.. . and that of
their parter. Plus we ' 11 put to bed some of the most common myths about sex-some of which may surprise you. Stay

. tuned.

(Music stingl
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re back with Dr. Carlon Colker. We re talking about sexual response in men and ways in which you can make every
day feel like you re on your honeymoon. And Doctor, I understand you have some exciting news regarding a recent
clinical tral onthe V-Factor Natural Pack. Could you tell us about that. These results are just fascinating.

Yeah, the news is exciting. The V-Factor Natural Pack is a product that I've specificaUyformulated and I've
clinically tested to support and improve sexual function and response As I like to say, it' s just like dialing the
right combiJiationon a lock. The V-Factor Natural Pack has a precise formula and the ex_ct levels of ingredients
to unlock sexual potential. Just like the lock example, the right combination of ingredients in the proper
proportons is really the key for improving sexual satisfaction. 

. .

So this was a well-designed clinical tral. And the #1 response was: "Increased sexual satisfaction." That was the
feedback that you got from the men that were in the trial. And isn t that's exacily the kind of solution men are lookingfor? 
Precisely. lmean, if you re more satisfied with sex, so is your partner.

Okay, well , in light of those results , I want you to help me put to rest some of the most popular myths-and we ve been
talking a little bit about this today-about sex. Folks, this is a quiz that Dr. Colker s come up with-:I'U be taking it with
you. He says some of these answers might surprise you. Now this is the first one: Being sexuallysatisfied becomes
more diffcult as you get older. Is that true or false? I'm going to say yes. I mean, that's what we hear in our society.
Yes, it gets more diffcult. 
Okay, Denise, this isfalse. Actually, through intimacy, the bond between you and your partner should be
stronger than ever as you grow older. So odds are, if your sexual health is intact, you have a mutually fulfillng
and happy relationship with your partner. And that' s where the V Factor Natural Pack comes in... it gives you
that support for sexual function and satisfaction. The bottom line: don believe the myth that things have to be
more diffcult as you get older.

All right

, '

let s go on to the second question. Talking about sex with your parter is all it takes to improve the quality of
sex. I think that is another one of those things that we hear in our society.

Well, this is actually false. See, while good communication, ofcourse...y know, we want to say that' s the
foundation of any successful and mutually gratifying relationship... there are some things, as we all know, that a
conversation is simply not going to change. And the same is true for poor sexual function. Although in some
cases, of course, it might help to talk about things with your partner. In most cases, talking is not going to work.

Okay, number 3: Sex is one of the best ways to relieve stress. I'm going to say yes.

Yeah, well this is true, absolutely. A satisfying sexual experience is really one of the best possible ways to relieve
stress, and this we know. The V-Factor Natural Pack can get you to the point where sex again becomes a great
way to relieve stress.

All right. Number 4: Sex becomes less important as the years go by. You and I have talked about this today, so I know
that it' s false. But I think my knee-jerk reaction is to say, yeah, it gets less important as you get older.

Yeah, well, this is false. You see, in fact, many couples say that, once the kids, they re up and going to college or
they move out of the house, they kind of re-discoverthis joy of intimacy and they realize that a sexual relationship
is going to be more exciting an.d it' s going to bring them even closer than ever. But, again, sometimes you need a
little support, and that' s where the V-Factor Natural Pack can help make a big difference in their sexualsatisfaction. 
Number 5: Most sexual function issues are the result of poor self-esteem or lack of confidence. I wil say that that's a
prett big part of the picture , but it's not the whole picture.
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Mm Hmm. Yeah, that' s false. You see, that' s what the conventional wisdom used to be. That' s really
nonsense... that' s nonsense. With my patients, I've found that, once we get things functioning well physically, that
the confidence and self-esteem generally they take care of themselves.

It' s really too bad that there was such a generallackoflmowledge in the medical field about sexual health, don) youthink? 
Oh yeah. I mean, we were really off in the wrong direction. But we have much more knowledge under our belts
right now, and we re better able to tackle that issue.

So it's a good time and a good place to reach out for help, even if it feels like a risky proposition.

It most certainly is.

Well those answers are really interesting to the quiz, I think. Do you find that a lot of people come to your practice and
have these tyes of misconceptions about sex? 
Oh yeah, that' s a great point. So many people have misconceptions about sex. But the good news is that there
used to be dozens of myths that people believed, but with the new openness around the topic, those myths are
reatly quickly disappearing. As a physician, of course, that' s very gratifying because the end result is that I'm
better able to help my patients, and of course my patients are better equipped with the proper knowledge toactually help themselves. 
How about women who might be listeningnow and themim in her life is maybe frustrated or ashamed and he

reluctant to do anything about it. . . there s tension, you can cut the tension between them with a lmife. Would you
recommend they call and get the V -Factor Natural Pack as a way t, help him be proactive arid start doing something or...

Wen look, there s no question about it. I can t think of a more lea ring and intimate gift than the gift of re-igniting
the sexual spark in a couple s relationship. And... no, it' s not fair to yourself or your partner to be ashamed of
this or hold back in doing something about it. You should do something about it and you should do somethingabout it right now. 
I should think that it would be a gift oflove , actually. And one ofintimacy to someone.

Most certainly. Most certainly is.

Our guest today is Dr. Carlon Colker. He s here with new information on improving your sex life. We ll be back to talk
withthe doctor a little bit more in just a minute...

(Music sting)

CT A #2

(Music sting)

re back now with Dr. Carlon Colker. Our topic today is a sensitive one, but it's definitely one worth talking about
because it affects so many men of all ages every day, and also affects their parters, too. We re talking about sexual
satisfaction and how you can get that spark back into your relationship. And certainly you ve probably seen in your
practice that there s a lot ofsecretive... or secret-keeping around this issue , don t you think?

, there s no question about it. I mean , we re talking about a sensitive topic and it' s a topic that stabs right at
the male ego, this issue of intimacy. Sometimes the first response is to sort of go into a denial and try to ignore
this and feel like you don t have a friend in the world, not even your partner. You just can t even talk about it.

That's right. You just retreat into yourself.
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And tbis is true with physicians, too. I mean, again, sometimes you see physicians, how they approach this in a
skittish fashion. Tbey re concerned about talking about it.. they don t want to go into this subject. And that' s, of
course, terrible... that' sa real, that's really a crime. 
There have been results concerning the V -Factor Natural Pack. What are the results that you y'e ' seen?

Oh yeah, I've se n some inspiring cases using the V-Factor Natural Pack. In fact, not too long ago, I had a 50
year-old fellow, and he d been married to his wife for about 30 years. And although they were having
considerably less sex in comparison to when they were first married-which, of course, happens-tbey were stil
sexually active up unti about a year ago. When he came to see me, I gave him the V-Factor Natural Pack with
the goal of helping him, and 3 weeks later he actually called me up on the phone... he was thriled out of his
mind...he called it ' sexual energy. ' Andhe was tellng me bow be got it back. And I was reaDy thriled as well.
And for me, this particular case, as a clinician, this was a case where I really felt for the guy. I mean, it ate him
alive.. .it stabbed at tbe ego, as many men can understand. So with the V-Factor Natural Pack it was like he had a
re-birth...a new lease on life, if you wil, is kind of the way he looked at it.

So it extended into other parts of his life as well.

There s no question about it. Again , far-reaching, affecting the couple, affecting even the family, affecting his
personal happiness. This is such an important point. 

Beforethe break we were talking about the FaclOrNatural Pack. Tell me, is this something that someone should take
only if their sex life is going downhili-and I know that there s people who want me to ask this question-or can this
help an already good sex life be even better? If good is good, we want it to be great. 

Right. Well, again

, y

know, I'm a preventive physician... try to prevent things before you have a problem. So of
course, if y u have a good sex life, it may make it a great sex life. And that' s sometbing to keep in mind, too. So
you want to get to this before it beco es an issue.

Knowing that there s a positive clinical trial behind this.. .andeverybody wants to be safe. . . this should give men out
there who are listening a peace of mind that they can tnst the product, that they can believe in that. Can you tell us a
little bit more about that?

Oh yeah, well, this is the idea that we have a clinical trial behind this supporting the effectiveness of the product in
terms of increasing sexual satisfaction. And that' s so important. And, of course, the ingredients in the V-Factor
Natural Pack have been well-investigated and the ingredients have been carefully selected, and there s quite an
amount ofresearch behind these substances.. .in particular the one that we spoke about, the idea of increasing
nitric oxide, and that's something that one of the ingredients in the V-Factor Natural Pack can really do, and
that' s what' s amazing.

For our listeners who are just tuning in...once again, the Factor Natura/Pack consists of capsules that you take shortly
before intimacy? You just take it shortly before intimacy, it's as simple as that?

It' s as simple as that. It' s not going to be like something that becomes a burden in your life. It' s not going to sit
there in your cupboard with your multi-vitamins, your vitamin C's...all ofthese other substances that you forget
to take half the time anyway. This is a substance that' s specifically formulated for a specific purpose and that
purpose is increasing your sexual satisfaction , and that' s so important to recognize.

So many of the other natural supplements that are on the market now purport to have specific results. The V -Factor
Natural Pack, however, is a lot different than a lot of those other supplements that are on the market. Could youtell us a
little bit more about that?
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Well again, yes, compared to other products...you have to remember again,- this is not something that you have to
take every day. You only need to take this substance shortly before intimacy, and that' s important to recognize.
Also the fact that this has been clinically tested

, y

know...you have to really look for substances out there that are
clinically tested... that have withstood the rigors of clinical science.

Yes, I think the science is what makes the difference with this product. We re almost out of time , can you believe it? Is
there anything else that you d like to say to our listeners who themselves or maybe someone, a lovedone of theirs or

. maybe justa mend of theirs might be experiencing low sexual response,.. why should they call now and take action?

Well, again, it' s really important to recognize-for the listeners out there to recognize-that they deserve to have
a satisfying sex life. And every day they put it off, every day they ignore what' s going on in their lives, they
going to be missing out on a critical part of their relationship. And it' s also kind of selfish because, as !think,
you re denying the intimacy to your partner, too, so in a big way you have to do it for her as well.

There is, it seems to me, a baniec . .and we ll call it eiTbarrassment.. . to a man reaching out and taking the risk to tr V-
Factor. The embarassment can be overwhelming. Can you just sort of give some inside advice to someone who s just
sitting there going, 011. This is just too painfitl for me to reach out alzd get this help.

, y

know Denise, I'm so glad you brought that up. It' s a very sensitive point, and it' s a great point to make and
something I really think is probably the most important thing to mention. Privacy is key, and I certainly don
want the men out there thinking that when they order that somehow the V-Factor Natural Pack truck is going to
pull upin front oftheir house. That' s simply not going to happen. The order s completely confidential. The
shipment' s going to be sent to you discreetly without anyobvious labeling. The confidentially is really the single I
most important thing to'emphasize.

And about the 30-day money back guarantee

Oh yes. The money back.. .absolutely something I've insisted upon. If you re not completely satisfied with the
results, of course you re going to be able to return itfor your money back. There s no questions asked. There
no risk.

Carlon Colker, M.D. has been our guest today. Doctor, thank you for joining us. You ve helped us fed more
comfortable about discussing this and I know that it's a diffcult subject for men to talk about. That's okay, thoLgh
because confidentiality is guaranteed with V-Factor. Thanks a lot, Dr. Colker, you ve been a great help today.

Thank you so much , and I thank the listeners out there.

I'm Denise Diamond. Take care and God Bless.

(Music sting)
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CTA COPY: If you d like more information about the Factor Natural Pack please call: 1-800-800- . It s a toll-free number, and your callis completely contidential.

. That's

V -factor is safe , the active ingredients are all-natural and it's delivered in plain packaging to respect your privacy. As
you heard the doctor say, a recent clinical trial of the V -Factor Natural Pack indicated a significant improvement in
overall sexual satisfaction. Plus , the concept behind Factor is based on Nobel Prize-winning research.

ve worked out a special arrangement with Vital Basics. Call now and find out how you can get a free I-month
supply with your order. Be sure to mention this program when you make that contidential call. I urge you to call now
and take advantage of that special offer. If the line s busy, pkase keep tring. It' s 1- 800- That's

800-
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V Factor radio infomercial..FINAL... 10/24/00

(Music up)

Announcer: Welcome to the VitalBasics radio program with Dr. Shari Liebennan and Carlon Calker, M.

Today, Drs. Liebennan andColker talk about a revolutionary new approach to solving some of to day s most talked

about health issues, including sexual perfonnance , poor memory, concerns about prostate health, and emotional

well-being. And now, let s join Dr. Shari Liebennan and Dr. Carlon Colker...

Shari Lieberman: Welcome to the VitalBasics radio' show. I'm Dr. Shari Liebennan. Let mejust tell you a little

bit aboutmy background. I hold a Ph.D. in clinical nutrition and exercise physiology. I am an instrctor at the

University of Bridgeport School of Human Nutrtion. I'm a board member of the certificati n board for nutrtion

specialists, and I've wrtten several books: The Real Vitamin and Mirieral Book, and Get off the Menopause Roller

coaster.

Carlon Colker, M. : And this is Carlon M. Colker, M.D. I'm a physician, medical director and chief executive
offcer of Peak Wellness in Greenwich, Connecticut. I'm an attending physician at Beth Israel Medical Center in
New York City, at Greenwich Hospital in Greenwich, Connecticut, Stanford Hospital and St. Joe s in Stanford.

SL: Well it's great to have you with us. Today we re going to talk aboutsomething a little personal. And what

re goirig to talk about is your libido, and how to make it sing. Because y know what, Carlon? I found in my

practice...a lot of women are complaining about low sexual energy, and low sexual function...and y know

something? It isn t only menopausal women. .Im seeing women in their 20' s and their 30' s. I've seen my fair

share of guys, but most of of the men that I've seen are probably in the 50' , but...

CC: Guys and gals. Guys and gals. But they regettingyoungef, y know. I mean , men and women in their 20'

even. 30' s and 20' , I mean literally. I think if you re an adult male or female

, y

know, it s almost invariable that

you re gonna come across this problem at some point in your lif , and that s libido, sexual arousaL. and these are

things that we re discussing.

SL: Y'know, and I think it becomes depressing when that happens. Y' know.. .you don t feel satisfied, you can

satisfy your parter.. .but, there s a light at the end of tunnel. Because today we ll be speaking about a very special

an-natural product cal1ed V-Factor that has very special ingredients that will really get your sexual energy back towhere it needs to be. 
CC: Absolutely. And these ingredients, which are found in the V Factor.. .I' ve been using them for years in my

medical clinic.

SL:Now, Carlon what I'd like to talk about now is probably a little bit more serious and a little bit heavier.. . and

it's really the consequences of failing sexual perfonnance. How it affects someone s relationship, their marrage

the emotional aspect of it. Do you have something that you can share with us?

CC: It's extraordinarily diffcult when an individual , or individuals who have had a healthy relationship, a malTied

relationship for many years, start to experience decreased sexual interest. Sometimes it s not a big deal , but a lot of

other times it is a big deal. And this can be extraordinarily diffcult. I.. .one case comes to mind I remember. This
gentleman had been malTied to his wife for over 30 years. And, alt ough they were having considerably less sex

than they did when they had first gotten maITied... which is also tyicaL.. they were stil sexually active up until

about a year ago. So it , it's a fal1acy to think that individuals aren t sexual1y active when they get older. But
when there s a decl ine , even... however smal1 it is.. . when there s a decline in that sexual activity it is noticeable and

it does put a tremendous stress on the relationship.. .and in their case , it was quite difficult.

SL: Well

, y

know why it s hard? Y' know why, Carlon? Because , when that happens in a relationship, y know

you also have to assure your partner. .. like he had to keep assuring his wife that it wasn t her. I mean, there s so

much emotional baggage that gets accumulated when that happens. Because especially.. .I could imagine the wife

thinking, is it me? Did he lose his interest ill lIe?
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cc: It s only natural. I mean, how can one parter not think that about the other? They must think well, my god.

it must be me. I must be somehow failing you. And that's... it s a teITible burden psychologically to put uponthemselves. So... 

. .

SL: What about his desire? Was it desire and also the physical ability?

CC: That's a great question. Sometimes it s desire, sometimes it's physical ability, and sometimes it's looped up
into both. I generally find.. .it' s kind oflike , which came first-the chicken or the egg.. . because, somehow or

another, if one happens to you, then the other s almost invariably gonna follow. And urn... when he came to see me,

not only did I do a complete physical exam, I also had him checked out by a urologist; because I thought that was
important. And, luckily, witJ, the exception of a mild increase in the size of his prostate, he really got a dean bil of
health. And, of course, that s great when your doctor says that to you, but it doesn t solve your problem. .. and it

certainly didn t solve his problem getting a uote unquote-clean bil of health. I think this was a major concern

of his. And it's a 'major concern with a lot of patients his age. I put him on very significant doses ofa combination
or Argenine and saw palmetto, which is exactly what's found in V-Factor. Three weeks later-thee weeks!-
was thrlled. I mean, he had. ..

SL: Oh, awesome...

cc: ... tremendous sexual energy, as he called it. Really, it just nudged him in the right direction, He had his
sexual energy, as he called it, it had returned. And these ingredients , which are found in the V -Factor.. .I' ve been

using them for years in my medical clinic to actual stimulate sexual energy and support the health of my patients
which I'm sure that you ve done the same thing.

SL: Exac... Y' lmow, Carlon, maybe we should talk a little bit about what those ingredients are,

CC: Sure.

SL: One of them, I think that has the most amount of research is an ingredient called L-Argenine. It' sjust a
simple, all-natural amino acid. And what that has actually been shown to do is to support healthy erections in men.

CC: Absolutely. And y know, the combination of Argenine , saw palmetto for men is such a great, ')imple

combination, especially in effective doses, and we ll talk about thatfor a minute. And for women Argenine ar.d
ginseng. .. fa ulous combination.

SL: It works so well. I mean., this is art all-natural product that can help with your sexual perfonnance, sexual

energy... and this is something, once again, we re finding it isn t quite so age-related anymore. We think

, y

know
at 50 or 60 we re supposed to be that way, but what we re finding, in fact, is that we don t have to be that
way... whether we re 20 , 30, 40 , or 70.. . here s something completely natural. Now, the Argenine is really
important. And what's really interesting about it , Carlon , is that it works for both men and women. For men, it
actually helps maintain something called nitric oxide. And what it does is

, y

lmow, you have to have thatblood
flow to the area. ..

CC: That's what it is...

SL: We have to have it flow to the genitals. And what's happening is.. . our lifestyles... we re not exercising
enough, we re not eating right, we re very stressed. Y' !mow, there s a whole plethora of reasons why, in our
environment and our society.. . lmow, I have to say really, maybe in the last 2 years of my practice, I've probably

heard more complaints about libido , than in the 18 years that I've been seeing patients.
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cc: Yeah, absolutely. I mean, it's on the rise, and I think that has to do with the new openness that s...a lot of the
clinicians out there are having with th ir patients. I think it's terrfic people are coming forward and speaking about
these problems. But

, y

know, I really should talk about the fact that these ingredients.. .not just the Argenine, but
the ginseng for women, the combination.. . and the Argenine , the saw palmetto and the ginkgo for men.. .I mean
these combinations .are what's important , and I've always used these substances separately, Shari. That's probably
tre with you, too, right?

SL: Yes.

cc: But it s great to see that these terrfic ingredients are realIy combined in the two simple and easy- use
formulas. This is the first time that I've seen them combined with effective dosage. That's... that s important, and
that's mywaming. Because there s a ridiculous number of other supplements that you re gonna see out there that
have the same ingredients , perhaps , that are found in V -Factor... but you gotta pay attention to the dosage. You see
that' s the problem. The dosage.

SL: Yeah. I'm going to use a technical word. What other companies do is they schpritz it in. Schpritz is...

cc: Don t schpntz. 'That's what you do to your plants!

SL: Don tschpritz. Now you know what? That's very important what you said. Because you know as well as I
do... as you know, we ve used supplements in our practices since the beginning of time. Y' know, you look at a
product that's supposed to deliver what it's promising. So if you re using another product that claims it has
Argenine, if it doesn t have the COlTect amount, it's not going to deliver what it promises.

cc: Don t schpritz! That's what Shari said.

SL: Jusfsayno!

cc: Justsay no. The amounts of the ingredients that are found in V -Factor-again, just as Shari points out- 
they re aU consistent with scientific research.. . and you ve gotta have research to back the ingredients that you put
in your product. Now, other formulas.. . they claim that they have the same ingredients , but yougotta check the
label. And you know what I call it, Shari? You gotta do what you do in the grocery store. You gotta check the
label, right?

SL: You gotta check.. . and the same thing with the ginkgo. Y' know, if you schpritz ginkgo in, and you put in 10
miligrams , it's not going to deliver what a product s going to deliver if it has the proper amount of ginkgo. So this
is... when I say scientifcally developed Carlon and I are both researchers , we re clinicians, we re practitioners, and
we use the COlTect amounts because we read the studies. WhatI love about V-Factor for Men and V-Factor for
Women is that this is a product that s delivering the promise. This is a product that is delivering what it says it'
going to deliver. The COlTect amount... the amounts that were used in the studies... and

, y

know s just a
wonderful thing to be able to have something available for people that's.. .it' s safe, it's effective... we have a
separate formula for men , there s a separate formula for women.. . and it works for really achieving a more positive
more healthy, more vibrant sexual energy. And I think that's what it's all about is.. ;people are losing.. . losing your
libido .. that sounds like a great name for a book: Losing YOllr Libido.. or a movie!

cc: Mygoodness ve got another book.

SL: Do you like?

cc: Between the two of us...

SL: Losing your libido. But people are losing their libido...

cc: Absolutely...
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SL: And they don t feel sexual.. . and they clon t feel like their sexual performance is where it could be. And
know, maybe for a man it's alittle bit more of a problem than for a woman. What can I say??

cc: What's more discourging.. .is when people have those problems, and they turn to products that.. and they
not. getting the kind of dosage that they... that nec... that necessitates a proper function... . then, of course, you re not
gettng the right ingredients, not getting the right amounts.. . and V Factor does provide you with the full dose you
need. That swhat's important. It s kind of like

, y

know, you get ripped off at the diner. All right? You go there
and imagine asking for a plate of French fries, and the waiter comes back and he puts a plate of tWo French Fries 

front of you! And then he proceeds to argue with you somehow, that, like wetl, you did sayFrench
Frie

...

know. And needless to say, 2 French Fries won t fill you up. So it' s the same thing...

SL: It's not the full order.

CC: It' s not the full order. So get the full order.

SL: Get the full order. Now

, y

know, there are a couple of other things that we should probably touch upon. The
saw palmetto for men is so important. Saw Palmetto supports healthy prostate function. I have to tell you
something: All my husband hears every day is prostate, prostate , prostate. He hears it

, y

know, in the news.

. .

reads it in the newspaper... 
cc: Absolutely. Because, Shari , it's supported by science. The research tell us that saw palmetto wil support
healthy prostate function. It promotes prostate health. It promotes healthy urinary tract function, and normal urine
flow, and normal voiding patterns.. .or urinating patterns. 
SL: And this is really important because I think that men are becoming acutely aware of this much younger in life.
I mean, even if you re 20.. . it's almost like , now when I see some young men in my practice, I have men in their
20' s and 30' s overly concerned about what their prostate s going to be like when they re 50. because their father
doesn t have great prostate health.. . their uncle.. . whatever. So I think it's a kind of in-your-face kind of thing. 
this is a product that men really get a double-whammy with. They get the support for erections... which is very
important. They also get the support for keeping a healthy prostate. And they also get something that is in the .

men s and women s formula, which is the ginkgo. Now , the ginkgo for men.. .it's very important for both men and
women. It supports the healthy micro-circulation. So , once again, we re talking about the blood flow to the sexual
organs and other parts of the body as well. But girikgo also helps with memory, cognitive function-it's a very very
important supplement that a lot of people have heard about. And !think that

, y

know.. .r think when your sexual
energy is lacking, Carlon. I believe that it can affect other things in your life.

CC: Yeah, absolutely.

SL: You, don t feel as vibrant. You don t feel as " up." Y'know, it isn t necessarily that you feel tired.. .it s just
kind of..r would think that it \-vould almost be depressing. I thinkwhen you re...

CC: And for some people it's even worse than that. For some people , they re very disillusioned, they re very
disheartened. It can ruin marrages. It can really... it can really cause a lot of problems. 

SL: And I think that one thing about this product, once again, which I think is so important... is it s natural. In the
men s formula you get Argenine , you get ginkgo biloba, you get the saw palmetto. These ingredients are extremely
important. You also get Siberian ginseng. In the women s formula, you get the L-Argenine, the ginkgo biloba and
the Siberian ginseng. Siberian ginseng is also a product that I think a lot of people are interested in as well. A lot 
people are taking ginseng supplements. So this is a supplement, once again, that supports your overall health and
well-being. But most important, it s dealing with a very, very personal issue. And we re going to comeback in a
little bit. We ll be talking more about V-Factor. So I'd like everyone to' stay tuned. Once again, yau re listening to'
the VitalBasicsradia shaw jained with Dr. Carlan Calker and Dr. Shari Lieberman. And we ll be right back, So'

stay tuned.
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CTA#l

SL: . W elcomeback to VitalBasics radio show. You re joined with Dr. Shari Liebennan and my co host, Dr. Carlon
Colker Carlon, I think, y'know, what I'd like to do now is kind of share our clinical experience. Because Ithink
we bring something to the table in that... we re talking about ingredients... we' re talking about thescience...but you
and I have actually used these ingredients in our practices. And what's grc;at is. . .now you ve got a supplement
that's an all- in one. But...sharewith me a little bit.

CC: We talk so much about men, and men having problems.. . and I don t have to tell you, Shari...

SL: Hey, wOmen have problems, too!

CC:... that women also suffer from decreased libido and other sexual problems. And

, y

know, one case in
particular comes to mind. Not too long ago, a young women... would you believe she was 28 years old...

SL: I do believe.

CC: Well, she came to see me , uh, with among other issues a complaint of not being able to become sexually
aroused. Now, here s the sad part of the story. She spent an enonnous amount of time and money seeking
psychiatrc counseling at the advice of one of her friends...

SL: Boy...

CC: Well, this is not an unusual story. Then

, y

know they told herthat she was a Type-A personality.. . she s too
stressed, she needs to have more rest for herself, etcetera, etcetera. Y' know, if you re too stressed

, y

know

, ,

ViouSly you want to avo id stress. And

, y

know, you want to ta e time for yourself and relax. And all those
thmgs can help. But she tried all of that and it didn t change her tondition one ,bit.

SL: Frustrating.

CC: Now, remember, this was a relatively young woman. So she even tried taking a couple of the over-the-counter
pro honnones. You ve seen those?

SL: Sure. Like the creams and all that kind of stuff. Yeah.

CC: Now

. .

she was actu lly taking one at the time she came to see me. So , I, of course immediately stopped that
nonsense because the side effects in an individual like this would be just incredible and particularly scar. And
instead, I chose a natural regimen of Argenine and ginseng. Huh... there ya go.. .and these substances, as we
mentioned, they support healthy circulation. They re exactly what we find in V -Factor. And in her case the results
were dramatic. It was almost as if all her body needed was a little bit of a nudge with the natural ingredients to get
her the right direction. . 

SL: But isn t that amazing. You want to know something? If you think about what people have tred.. . and you
know what? What people will do to fix that problem.
CC: And

,. .

and fortunately in her case , she responded quite well to something that was natural and available...

SL: Super...

CC: ... in this case, in the fonn of V-Factor.

SL: Y' know, I really want to say to everybody out there: if you are experiencing sexual decline. And sexual.. .1' m
not talking about your age. You can have sexual decline if you re 28.. . you can have sexual decline when you
48.. . you can have sexual decline if you re 68. We re not talking about... we re getting away from the age factor
and instead we re going to be talking about the V-Factor. And this is a product , once again.. .ifyou re experiencing
a decline in your sexual performance-you re not getting that zip and zing that you used to...
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CC: If you re stressed because your pager keeps going off.

SL: That' s right! If your pager keeps going off and that affecting your sexual perfonnance... Nothing personal
Carlon, of course.. .but this is a product that.. .you have nothing to... Y' lmow what I love, Carlon? I love when the

dOWIside is.. nothing. The fact of the matter is that the studies support and show: L-Argenine.. . safe and effective

for both men and women. Very important. Once, again, we re talking about the blood gettng to your sexual organs
and that' s very importnt. We re talking about the ginkgobiloba; which also supports circulation. We re talking

about the saw palmetto for men. I mean, a lot of young. guys, and certainly almost every man that Isee over 50'

taking saw palmetto now. I mean , it's a very important thing formen to take. Andwe re also talking about

Siberian ginseng because.. . that' s something that. ..people like to take ginseng, and I think that this is a very, very
synergistic fonnula. Once again, it' s safe, it'snatual.. there s no downside. And Ilove thatas a clinician. And

lmow, I've spent my whole life recommendi ng specific dietary supplements , exercise regimens

, y

lmow, dietary

interventionS...I like to do the safe thing first. 

cc: Absolutely. And

, y

lmow, one of the things I want to go back to is, again, other products that I've seen out

there that some of my patients briI1g me to take a look at and stuff

, y

lmow, that I've seen, not only cheat you out of
the amounts of the ingredients that you need to see results, but they disguise what they re doing by also including

insignificant amounts--r, as you put it... 

SL: Schpritz!

. CC: 

.. .

schpritzing. A schpritz of a whole bunch of other ingredients. And I always warn my patients to stay away

from products like that. Urn

, y

know, it s sort of like what I call the "shotgun effect:" Theyptit piddly doses in of
everyhing but the kitchen sink, right, Shari? And then their formulas.. . know, they hope that it hits you with

something that works. And, unfortunately, all it does is, uh, lighten your wallet.

SL: Well

, y

know, maybe.. . maybe sometimes people think, y'know , if a product has 20-30 ingredients in it it's
going to work better. No. The 20 30 ingredients.. . maybe you re sacrifidngan amount of I or 2 ingredients that

are really necessary for it to work. You re listening to Dr. Shari Lieberman and Dr. Carlon Colker on the
VitalBasics radio show. Stay tuned, because we ll be right back.

CT A #2

SL: And welcome back to VitalBasics ' radio with Dr. Shari Lieberman and Dr. Carlon Colker. Carlon , Ijust want

to kind of recap a little bit about what V -Factor does.. . know, the fact there is a very special formula for men, a

very special formula for women... because if some people haven t noticed, we are a little bit different..

CC: That s the point-we re different...

SL: We re a little different...

CC: Gosh, we re the same in so many ways.
Mars.. or is it the other way around...
SL: One of those things.

What is that book.. Men arefron! Venlls. Women are From

CC: One of those things. But

, y

know, again... I've been using the ingredients that are found in V -Factor for years

in my medical clinic with my patients. And it helps to stimulate sexual energy. And support the health of my

patients. And remember, different formulas.. . different sexes. You ve got Argenine and ginseng for women, and

Argenine , saw palmetto and ginkgo for men. And that's what's terrfic. These ingredients are combined into two

simple , easy-to-use formulas. 
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SL: I.. . and, once again, who can benefit from this? If you are feeling not the same pep and drive as you have had

in the past when it.comes to sex. .. if your sexual desire , sexual performance , sexual energy, just isn t what it s been

inthepast... And I have to teU you something: This is a product that, once again, you have nothing to lose. If you

are experiencing low sex drve, low sexual desire. . ,ifyou ve never experienced your sexual performance or desire

to where it should be...whetheryou' re a man or a woman or you want to perhaps 
enhance your sexual performnce

or desire, this is a product, once again.. . why not give it a tr? There s no downside.. .it' s completely safe and

natual, and I just love that about the product. 

CC: . Yeah, I mean, look. This is a sensitive subject. But as a physician, I can tell you that, uh, patients are

now...patients and doctors are now speaking about this very sensitive subject. There s a wonderful new openness

and I know that it's a difficultsubject for so many people. So here we are on the radio , discussing this subject

openly, and discussing what I think isa healthy, all-natural way to stimulate sexual appetite, sexual energy.

SL: And it's something, once again, that so many people are complaining of. As I said, in my practice-maybe

cause men don t want to let their hair down as much as the women-I mean, women wil come into my practice

and sometimes talk about that perhaps as their number-one secret.. .

CC: Now, you see, men let their hair down in my practice all the time. I don t understand this, Shari...

SL: See? , I duno. ..now why do they tell you and they don t tell me? What s going on here?

CC: Vive Ie diference.

SL: Vive Ie diference. But

, y

know, this is somethingwherea.lot of people... Y' know, Carlon, it's almost like

you don t feel whole if you don t feel sexual. And you know when you were talking.. . when we were talking earlier

about that patient of yours that.. thehusband imd wife. I have women who are very concemed... they don t feel

sexual and their very concerned that their husband.. . I, I've had wqmen specIfically say to me I keep tellng him it

not him... 

ct: That's what we call a relationship. I mean , there ya go. When you re in a relationship, one parter depends

on the other for supporting their own health and happiness. So, y know, one cannot feel otherwise. .. and to feel

somehow that they might have failed. And so , it's really tragic to see these kinds of things , and it's wonderful to

know that we have a way to address them.

SL: Now , this is Dr. Shari Lieberman...

CC: And this is Carlon M. Colker, M.

SL: Saying goodbye to you. This is the VitalBasics radio show, and I hope that you join us next time. So we ll see

you soon.

---------

CTA copy: If you re listening to this program and you d like more information about V-Factor, the advanced-

formula supplement that enhances sexual function, please call toll-free: 1-800- . That's 1-800-

You can now get on a 30-day risk-free trial direct from Vitalbasics. Mention this program when you order and you
can even get a 30-day supply absolutely free. Be sure to ask for the details. V -Factor is an effective, aU-natual

supplement guaranteed to give you noticeable results 
quick(v or your money back. If you need some help with

sexual function.. .if you have concerns about prostate health, memory or cognitive function, please call right now.

There s a formula specifically for men, and a formula specifically for women. Call now and be sure to ask about
our special offer. It' s 1-800- . That's 1-800-
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V Factor
:60 Radio
Sexy
(1111101 )

ISCI code VF2 r .

FUe name V Factorspot21

Sexy female Announcer (:45) 
v" is for Virility-the quality that makes you a real

man... a sexual animal that women want. Also known as the " Factor.

The best lovers have it. And now you can get it.

Introducing new maximum-strength V Factor-the all-natural supplement that takes

your sexual power to new heights.

No stimulants. No drugs. Just safe , clinically-proven ingredients chosen for one thing

and one thing only: Heightened sexual function that wil drive you-and your

parter- wild. .

The concept behind V-Factor is so reliable , it s even backed by Nobel Prize-whining

science and advanced medical research. 

The " Factor" is what separates the real men from the pack.

Want it? Get it. Now

Unlock your V - Factor. Try it tonight.

Anncr Tag (:15) Call 1-800,. . That s 1-800- . Your call is

confidential and V- Factor is guaranteed or your money back. Call 1-800-
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Factor Natural Pack TV infomercial...FINAL BROADCAST VERSION...8/9/01

Opening Disdaimer: The following is a paid advertisement for V-Factor, brought to you by Vital Basics, Inc. V-Factor is a

dietary supplement designed to support sexual function in healthy men. It is not a treatment for any disease, including

sexual dysfunction and impotence. 

Denise: If your sex life isn s satisfying as it used to be, my guest has some groundbreaking new scientific

information that may give you exactly what you need to improve your sex life. He ll tell us about a new supplement

that' s easy, safe , clinically tested. H and is something you can use 
immediately to improve your level of sexual

satisfaction. . 

. .

Carlon Colker, M.D. is the Medical Director of Peak Wellness in Greenwich, Connecticut. He is an attending physician

at Beth Israel Medical Center in New York City, and three hospitals in Connecticut: Stamford, Greenwich and St.
Joseph' s. In addition to treating many patients for male sexual functiori;he is one of the most sought-after consultants
in the countr, and has wrtten extensively about sexual health. Dr. Colker, thank you for joining us.

You re recognized as an expert in this field-you ve prett much written the book on sexual health and what comes of

. that. What sparkt:d your interest in the field of sexual health?

Carlon: Well Denise, as a specialist in internal medicine, I've seen literally thousands of patients for problems-

from simples..uff...
Voer

cou h, sore throat, little stuff likethat...all the . ?p to life-threatening iIoes that 
actually eqUires hospitalIzatIOn. But I can tell you that among all these mdlvlduals, the common denommator-

the common complaint-is one of sexual health. But that' s only if you ask. Because if you don t ask, you

simply not going to know thesethings. And that' s sort of where this ,taboo idea that it' s sort of taboo to talk

about sex comes into play. . Sometimes the individuals are embarrassed or shy about it. Sometimes even the

physicians are. 
When you take the step.. . advance the step as a physician to your p tients to askthem about their sexual health, I would

wager a bet that a lot of peoplc have never had a doctor ask that. What's their reaction to you?

Tbat' s a really good point. Most of them are a little bit shocked, a little bit taken aback at first, as I sort of

instruct the residents and the interns I train that that' s to be expected. Because most physicians-ertaioly too

many-actually area little skittish about this subject, and even embarrassed themselves. But that' s not

appropriate. I mean, on should be able to speak about 'this with their patients. So when we bring it up, of

course at first there s a little shock factor. But then, after that there s actually almost a relief that you re asking

about it, and you want to make sure that everything s okay on that front, too.

Even 5 or 10 years ago , likely you and I would not be sitting herein front of the cameras talking about sexual health and

all that is implied in that. Now there s a new openness. We re seeing it penneating (jur society. 
Yes, and certainly as little as a matter of years ago, we would not be sitting here today and this would be utterly
shocking for society. And certainly even today, probably there s many people out there that are actually shocked

by this. But here we are on national television, we re talking about sex, we re talking about sexual health. And

know, it's been written about in newspapers, it' s written about in magazines, it' s on radio, it' s on

television...and that' s reallv a Good thin

The baby boomer generation. I don t know how much I've read about it.. . or most people have s en research done on

the baby boomers , they re the virile generation, they take no prisoners. I mean , this is. the can-do generation. . And I'm

guessing that many of your patients are baby boomers. How are they.. . how surprised are they when they take that step

into your office?

Well , look, they are extraordinarily surprised, because again, these are individuals-the so-called baby

boomers-who have their heels dug in. They re not about to climb into the rocking chair and just go passively
into retirement and wait to die. They re not going to do that. Theywant to stay healthy, they want to stay

physicall:y active, they want to stay strong, they want to stay virile...and that includes, again, their sexual health.

They re very focused on that and they want that to be just as much a part of their lives 
as everything else. 
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And they re partofthat new openness that we ve been talking about, don t you think?
Abs6lutely.

Not just older folks, not just baby boomers. There are a lot of young people in there.

Well, it' s n6tjust individuals in their 60' s and 70' s, 6r the baby b66mers. This also 6ccurs in individuals in their
20' s. So. again, the V-Fact6r Natural Pack is s6mething that Y6ungerpe6ple can use, and s6mething that older
pe6ple, individuals, can use with a great deal 6f satisfacti6n. 

Proactive is what we re talking about today. Let's talk aboutthe solution-the V-Factor Natural Pack.

This is a dietary supplement with S6me natural ingredients in it. And th6Se ingredients are put t6gether in a
, specifc c6mbinati6n, and that's very impo.rtant because I precisely fo.rmuiated this product based 6n the

inf6rmati6n that's already o.ut there. Co.llectively we have a clinical study to. Sh6W the effeCtiveness 6f this 

pr6duct. And I think that' s what' s impo.rtant. We have a pro.duct that really do.es improve sexual satisfactio.n inmen. 
Factor Natual Pack is set apart from the rest of the pack by the clinical study-the research that came back, the

safeness, the data that supports this , the verbatums from the people that were part of the study-all tell you that this is
very effective. Could you compare this-all of that research, the science behind it-comparedto some of the other
products that people are seeing out there, too. 
Sure. Well, I think it' s impo.rtant to. reco.gnize that there is this clinical study, which I was, o.f C6urse, the lead

investigato.r into. the pro.duct. I mean, we did a very, very strict clinical study o.n it, and we showed that this was,
in fact-the V-Facto.r Natural Pack-really excellent in impro.ving sexual satisfactio.n in men. It really was
terrifc. And that' s so. impo.rtant to. recQgnize, because so. many Qther prQducts that are 6ut there I mean,
they re based Qn fQlklQre Qr they re based Qn what I call pseudQ-science, Qr they re based Qnso.me anecdo.tal
infQrmatiQn, and that just means what so.meQnesays is true fQr them. And while that might be g6Qd fo.r an
individual, and might be interesting, that really isn t scientifc enQugh. We need to. kno.w that so.mething s really
going to. w6rk fo.r peo.ple.

That's what sets us apart here. Now , for the layman, what does clinically tested mean, specifically? What does that
mean?

Well, to. say so.mething that is clinically tested, it means "that the prQduct has actually undergo.ne a very careful
scrutiny and research where we take the prQduct and we test it against- a placebo.. And it' s in a do.uble-blind
fashio.n where neither the examiners nQr the subjects i'n the study actually knQw which pro.duct they re taking.
And they go. fo.rward and take the product and see ho.w they do.. In the caseQf the V-Factor Natural Pack, we
clearly fo.und the increased level Qf satisfactio.n. It was very signifcant.

V -Factor Natural Pack is also rooted in some prett heavy-duty research that even came before the clinical trials

Abso.lutely. One Qf the ingredients that I selected fQr the V-FactQr Natural Pack actually is based Qn the No.bel
Prize-winning research in the theQry that nitric Qxide-a substance called nitric Qxide-an actually impr6ve
circulatiQnto. the genitals. And that' s so. impo.rtant, because if YQU imprQve circulatio.n to. the genitals-with
nitric Qxide, by increasing nitric Qxide-then YQU impro.ve the functiQn. If YQU improve the functiQn, then clearly
your satisfactiQn s gQing to. get better. And that' s so. impQrtant. But;y knQW, I don t want to. get away frQm this
idea that, again, a fulfillng relatiQnship is really what we re cQming after. I mean, the idea Qf having go.o.d sexual
health ultimately leads to. a gQQd relatiQnship.

You have the opportunity really to change people s lives. How gratifying is this for you when you see your patients
come back to you and say, Gosh. this has just totally changed my life. I have a whole new lease on life. I've been
released from prison.
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Well, it's extraordinarily gratifying, Denise. Imean, that' s why I went into medicine in the first place, is to help

people in any way that I can. So this was something that was inevitably going to enter my practice in some
capacity, and certainly enters the practice of any physician out there at some point or another.
Let's talk about how it really, really works. You take it right before intimacy, and that's it? It's that simple?

Denise, it' s that simple. I mean, you don t have to take this product every single day like some products are
tellng you to do...and therefore it has to sit in your cupboard with your .multi-vitamins and all those vitamin Cs
that you keep trying to remember to take, but you just can t remember to take every single day. This is a
product that you take shortly before intimacy, and that' s it. It's that simple.

Were you surprised? Like you were saying, if you have all this stuff that you have to take every day, the irony is that
you re going to become a slave, to that, too. So you re stil a slave... but you haven t gained any freedom at all.

One would like to say that I was pleasantly surprised by the results. But again, I'm a scientist and a physician,
and that' s so important to recognize that, with theresearch that we knew already on the ingredients, putting
them together was kind of like dialing the right combination of a lock. And again, that' s what an experienced
physician, an experienced researcher, does, is we put ingredients together thatit's only logical that it should be
very effective.

It is. But weare all individuals, so we lrow that the. results wil vary. But what can men expect from this, specifically?

They re out there, they re wondering, they want to lrow.

Well as our clinical trial showed, when an individual takes the V-Factor Natural Pack they are going to
experience increased sexual satisfaction and a better sexual response. Each V-Factor packet or blue packet
contains 3 easy to swallow capsules and it' s that simple so you can take it with you, you don t have to take the
whole box or bottle with you, you can take a simple packet with you and uh-it' s just that simple. Very, very
convenient; very easy to take, very easy to store. 

I like it to because it is so private in nature and it's anonymous in n Jture.

It' s important to recognize that when you order the V-Factor Natural Pack, that V-Factor natural pack truck is
not going to be coming up to your house , pullng right in front and dropping off your, your order so that your
neighbors can see. That' s just not what happens. I mean, this is something that' s in tQtal confidence, total
anonymity, okay? And the package is delivered to you in unlabeled fashion and that' s so, so important because,
again, this is a sensitive subject and confidentiality and anonymity, as it is with my patients, is very, very
important to the individuals that are, that are interested in the V-Factor Natural Pack can certainly rely on that.

Our guest today is Carlon Colker, M.D.. He s helped countless men improve their sex life, which, of course , has a

powerful effect on all areas ofa man s life. In just a moment, we ll dispel some of the most common myths about sex.

Many of them are so pervasive , they can have a devastating effect on men of all ages; Stay tuned.

(Transition into CTAI

CTA #1: If you d like more infonnation on the all-new Factor Natural Pack please call the number at the bottom of

your screen. Your call is always completely confidential. As you heard the doctor say, Factor is based on a concept

that won the Nobel Prize in Medicine.. . and a recent clinical trial showed a significant improvement in sexual
satisfaction. We ve worked out a special arrangement for viewers of this program. . .call right now and ask how to get a

free bottle with your order. Again , your call is completely confidential, and of course Factor comes in plain

packaging to respect your privacy. Plus there s a 30-day money-back guarantee. This is too importnt to put off. You
, need to do something now, and V -Factor is the natural choice for improved sexual satisfaction. Call now, take

advantage of that special offer, and don t be surprised if you have better sex more often.

(Dissolve to V-Factor logo with CG: "The Nat!Jral Choice for Improved Sexual Health"

Intro to SEGMENT 2: We re back with Carlon Colker, M.D.. We re talking about a revolutionary breakthrough that

improves sexual function and satisfaction.. .some very dramatic results. Doctor, we ve been talking a little bit today
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about the clinical trial that went into this,' the due diligence that' went into the V -Factor Natural Pack. So much good
verbatums that came back from the people that were part of the study. What were they telling you'?

Well, it' s so important to recognize that having a clinical study behind the productis so important because it tells

you that this product really works and that' s the whole idea. There are too many products out there that don
have a clinical study to supporttheir use; If the man s taking V-Factor Natural Pack, they can expect to have
improved satisfaction, have a greater satisfaction. It' ssuch a key part of happiness and if V Factor Natural pack
can contribute to that intimacy and strengthen the bond between two people by improving their sexual health
then that's what it' s all about. That' s what we re going after.

So much data supports the safety and the reliability of V-Factor Natural Pack Can you tell us exactly what it is
though? .

This is a product that I specifically formulated and carefully designed to include natural ingredients-and that'
very, very important, hence the name V-Factor Natural Pack-that' s clearly been shown to have an effective
influence on sexual function and sexual health. That' s very important. And then the V-Factor Natural Pack
itself-the actual final formula-has also been tested and shown to be safEfandeffective. 

You ve put together a little quiz, because there are so many myths out there. We ve talked a lot about the new openness
that we know that s been going on... in our society the past 5 or ten years but stil , we re in that transition period where
these myths are stil layered on that new openness as well. I'm going to, you know , sort of play along with this because
everyone in our society; we re all just human beings. We all have these same myths. First question, being sexually
satisfied, or enjoying sex when you get older can t happen.. . don ' t like sex when you re over 50 , 60 or 70. True False.
I'm going to say... I want it to be false. 

Well, you know, look, of course, this is false. I mean, to think that you re not going to have good sexual health as
you get older, that this is, this is absolutely something that has to happen , it has to get worse, is just sily. 
doesn t have to get worse. If anything it should be just thesarie or even better because, let' s face it, you have
more experience and so that' s something to really keep in mind. If'you have a medical problem or some such
that really limits you, well that' s a different story but if you re otherwise healthy, there s no reason that your
sexual health shouldn t be just as good , if not better. Again, that' s why we have the option of the V-Factor
Natural Pack.

Second question is a lot more difficult, I think and one that I could have gotten- tripped up on; Second question is
talking about sex with your parter is really, \vill improve the quality of your sex life. In other words, all you gotta do is
sit down and talk about it and it'll get all better. I would ,like to think that that's tre. I don t think it is , though.

You re saying false.

I'm saying false.

Well that' s correct it is false because you know, again, I don t... I don t want to getaway from the idea that, you
know, communication, good healthy communication is so important in a relationship and forms the foundation
of any healthy relationship so communication is important. So you know, you have to do something about it.
You have to be proactive about it. Again, that' s why we have our option of the V-Factor Natural pack, to helpthat. 
Third question, good sex relieves stress. I think that's easy. I'm going to say yes.

Well, you know that' s absolutely true but a lot of people somehow get that confused. Yes, good sex does relieve
stress but keep in mind, Denise, if you re having bad sex, then the very thought of the experience, the pressure
from your partner, perhaps, to engage in sex, is actually so overwhelming that this actually becomes a problem
and you can really actually increase your level of stress.

Fourth question. sex becomes less imponantas the years go by. We ve talked about it a lot. I'm hoping thauhat isn

true.
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No, it' s nonsense. I mean, you know, \vhat most couples recognize when the kids grow up or they move out, or
they go to college, or whatever, they actually tap into this new level of intimacy and that' s really something that'
very beautiful... . 

That's nice.

It' s beautiful and it' ssollething that's very healthy, very normal and it' s something that you d like to see. And
of course along with that, sometimes you can get a bump in the road. Sometimes younger people experience
these things too so I don t want you to think that it;s just older individuals.

Fifth question and this is kind of one that I stumbled on, most sexual function issues are the result of poor self-esteem
and... uh... lack of confidence. I don t think so , but I'm not exactly sure why.

And your answer is?

No.

This is abso.lutely false. To think that these things don t play into the, into the whole equation...

Right.

This of course is not correct either.

People when they come in, potential clients whenthey come in, patients when they come in, do you find that they have
these misconceptions about sex and how damaging are they?

Oh; they have numerous misconceptions about sex and how thidgs are supposed to pan out for them. And
younger people tend to exaggerate the frequency oftheir sex or he quality of their sex. Older people tend to
minimize it' s importance and pretend it' s invisible. It' s a... We don t want to talk about it. It' s not there. It'
not important. So as I like to say, the younger people are lying while the older people, are denying and both is
unhealthy so you need to get to the truth, and get to the truth of the matter and although this is a sensitive topic
it shoots. right to the heart of the matter.

Were you surprised at the success, the level of success of V-Factor in your practice.

Well, you know, I'd like to say that I, I was surprised... um...but and I was pleasantly surprised on a certain
personal level to see the accomplishment but of course as a physician, as a medical doctor, as a researclier, uh,
there s not a lot of surprise here because, you know, there s so much research behind the individual ingredients
in the V-Factor natural Pack. And we designed a clinical study to challenge the combination ofthose ingredients
in a specific clinical study on the actual V-Factor Natural pack, showed us that this increase sexual satisfaction in
men and so, you know, really this is all follow suit with the careful research, careful science, so in a way, in that
regard, I was not surprised. I expected this to be the, the results.

We shouldn t be surprised either that there are women who are watching the program right now who have a whole
variety of questions about this as well. You re advice, and I'm speaking as a woman , your advice. We don t want to
continue to damage, you know, self-esteem, but we want to help. We want an act oflove , an act of intimacy. Soany
advice for women who are watching out there. Should they go for it?

It' s a tough position to be in because, you know, it seems like almost anything that you do is going to be wrong.
It' s just gonna... it' s just gonna make things worse and you try to open up the subject and try to do that
communication that we spoke about earlier and it just seems to be antagonistic. It starts arguments. It gets
worse and worse. But you know, uh , call. You know, get the V-Factor Natural pack because, you know, there
no greater gift than this gift of trying to re- ignite the spark in you relationship. There s no greater gif than that

gift of intimacy.
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Transition to CTA #2: Our guest today is Carlon Colker, M.D.. He s here with important new information on
improving your sex life. We ll be back to talk more with the doctorinjust a minute, including more essentials every
man should know about sexual health.

(Transition to CTA)

CTA #2: If you d like more information on the all-new Factor Natural Pack; please call the 1Umber at the bottom of

your screen. Your call is always completely confidential. As you heard the doctor say, Factor is based on a concept
. that won the Nobel Prize in Medicine.. .and a recent clinical trial showed a significant improvement in sexual
satisfaction. We ve worked out a special arrangement for viewers of this program. . .callright now and ask ho to get a
tree bottle with your order. Again, your call is completely confidential , and of course Factor comes in plain
packaging to respect yqur privacy. Plus there s a 30-day money-back guarantee. This is too important to put off. You
need to do something now, and V -Factor is tQe natural choice for improved sexual satisfaction. Call now, take
advantage of that special offer, and don t be surrised if you have better sex more often. 

(NOTE: Dissolve to V-Factor logo with CG: "The Natural Choice for Improved Sexual Health"

(ntro to s gment #3: And we re back with Carlon Colker, M. , and our topic today is a sensitive one and one that we
should talk about because it effects men of all ages, every day, as well as their parters. We re talking about a
revolutionar new breakthrough that wil help you get that spark back into your sex life.

Proactive is what we re talking about today. Let's talk about the: solution-the V-Factor Natural Pack.

This is a dietary supplement with some natural ingredients in it. And those ingredients are put together in a
specifc combination, and that' s very important because I precisely formulated this product based on the
information that's already out there. Collectively we have a clinical study to show the effectiveness of this
product. And (think that' s what' s important. We have a product thatre:tlly does improve sexual satisfaction in
men. Each V-Factor packet or blue packet contains 3 easy to swallow capsules and it' s that simple soyou can
take it with you, you don t have to take the whole box or bottle with you, you can take a simple packet with you
and uh-it' s just that simple. Very, very convenient, very easy to take, very easy to store.

I think that patients, and you ve told me your patients , are very savv, though, in terms of the products that they
purchase. And sometimes they re a little bit suspicious.. . as well they should be. That's the good thing about the V-
Factor is the clinical study that went behind it, your personal effort, and the effort of other people, the safety, the data
the documentation, the verification... it's all there.

Yeah, it' s so important because there are so many products out there, and lord knows (wrote the book on it. So
I can tell firsthand you there are many, many products outthere and most of them don t work and they don
have clinical studies to support their safety and effcacy. The nice thing about the V-Factor Natural Pack is you
do have a product that has been clinically tested. It is safe and effective.

You take it right before intimacy, and that s it? It s that simple?

Denise, it' s that simple. (mean, you don t have to take this productevery single day like some products are
tellng you to do...and therefore it has to sit in your cupboard with your multi-vitamins and all those vitamin 
that you keep trying to remember to take, but you just can t remember to take every single day. This is a
product that you take shortly before intimacy, and that' s it. It's that simple.

Results , though, wil vary: We know that. What can a person expect? We say ' before intimacy,'- know, how long
before intimacy and really specifically what can we expect?

Well, that' s a great question, Denise. And y know, with any substance that you take, the response is going to
vary, and that goes for any dietary supplement, any medicine-that' s just true from one person to another... the
results are going to vary. What we do see with the V-Factor Natural pack is, taken shortly before intimacy,
individuals have experienced greater sexual satisfaction, and there s no question about that. That's something
that we ve seen-very strong data.
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Peace of mind and the confidentiality that goes behind the product as well. Can you tell us about that?

That' s suth an important point to emphasize Denise, and I'm so glad you brought that up. (don t want the men

. out there thinking that if they go ahead and order this product, that somehow the V-Factor Natural pack truck is

going toconie pullng up to their house and drop off their order. This is simply not gonna happen. When they
call it' s completely confidential. When tliey order the package comes to them in an unmarked fashion. So there
complete confidentiality ther(! and that' s so important.

There s so many things goingfor this product, it sounds.. . the V-Factor natural Pack. There s the clinical tral behind it

and the data that supports it. , the persons that have used it and the comments that have come back and to confidentiality,
the peace of mind. I think that the attbutes really just go on and on. Would you agree?

It certainly is the case and it so nice to know that we have so much research behind the separate ingredients, the

natural ingredients in the V-Factor Natural Pack. We have a clinical study to back up the use ofthe V-Factor

Natural Pack. And that's so important, testing the specifc formula under clinical conditions, so we re able to

feel very confident about this. This substance has been used in countless men out there and they have had great

results. And it's so important to see that we do have this option and men do have that option. If their sexual

heaith is a problem they certainly do have this option. 

Factor has been taken to the next level in terms of due diligence then, obviously and the clinical tral. 
Its beentaken

to a different level that the other product that we are seeing on the air at this point at this point, which really have not

been through the same rigors as V-Factor has.

This is important because so many of the products out there are formulated by what I call pseudo-science, or .

there is just some folklore behind the product or they don t have real clinical medical research that backs up the
use of the product. In the case of the V-Factor Natural Pack that' s exactly what we have. We have a clinically
testedproduct and that' s so important to let the people know o,t there.

Factor relies on some prett heavy-duty research which is pretty Impressive. Can you tell us about that?

Well, actually, it is impressive research. The research behind one ofthe ingredientsin the V-Factor Natural

pack revolves around nitric oxide. Nitric oxide is a very specific substance that increases circulation. That' s not

to be confused with nit-rous oxide, which, of course, is laughing gas. But again, by increasing circulation you
increase function. By improving function, you. increase satisfaction. 

Anything else to say to the person out there who s watching this. who... they want to. They \vant to take that risk. 
they just so want to-it'sjust hardto breakthrough that barrier.

I say it to my patients and ( say it to the viewers, that you deserve to have a satisfying sexual relationship with
your partner.

Carlon Colker, M. D. has been our guest today. If you d like more information about Factor please call the number

on your screen. Again , it's completely confidential to respect your privacy. I' m Denise Diamond: Thanks for watching.

CTA #3: If you d like more information on the all-new Factor Natural Pack please call the number at the bottom of

your screen. Your call is always completely confidential. As you heard the doctor say, Factor is based on a concept

that won the Nobel Prize in Medicine.. . and a recent clinical trial showed a significant improvement in sexual
satisfaction. We ve worked out a special arrangement for viewers of this program. . .call right now and ask how to get a

free bottle with your order. Again , your call is completely contidential , and of course Factor comes in plain

packaging to respect your privacy. Plus there s a 30-day money-back guarantee. This is too important to put off. You
need to do something now, and V -Factor is the natural choice for improved sexual satisfaction. Call now , take

advantage of that special offer, and don t be surprised if you have better sex more often.

Closing Disclaimer: The following is a paid advertisement for V-Factor, brought to you by Vital Basics, Inc. V-Factor is a

dietary supplement designed to support sexual function in healthy men. It is not a treatment for any disease, including

sexual dysfunction and impotence.
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